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tie course of Popular Lectures by young meu
of Portland will be given on Monday evening 27th
Inst., at the First Baptist church, by Mr. A. B.
Morrill. Subject; "The Electric Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm.” Organ Concert at 7.30.
In

Lecture at 8 o’clock.
Evening tickets 25

For sale at Stockcents.
bridge’s. Brunei’s and Loring, Short & Harmon’s.
d2t
feb25

For One Week
following prices.

at the

ings

and

new

Tickets 15 cts.
feb27

will commence at 7.30.
d3t

Lecture

BAND.

CHANDLER’S

Lost Entertainment of
Course will take place

The

TUESDAY

FEB,

EVENING,

the

28, 1882,

ATOITY TVAT.I.

And will.be.the EVENT OF THE SEASON.

CONCERT,

GRAND
—

IN

WHICH

—

GLOVBR’S BAUD, ol AUBURN,
Will appear, alternating with

Books in Fine

FORMING A

-OF-

PIECES.

5 0

After which there will be

a

choice Order of Dances,

with Music

Chandler’s

by

Full

Orchestra,

And Proujcnade'M sic between the Dances by

GLOVER'S BAND.
Tickets, 60 cents each, to be obtained at W. EChandler’s and at the dcor. Concert to commence
feb22 dtd
at 8 o’clock.

M. C. M. A.
The 6th Lecture in the

course

before

the

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association,
given

Will ha

Wednesday Evening,
MARCH 1st,
In

7.30 o'clock,

at

the LIBRARY ROOM, Mechanics’ Building, by

CLARENCE HALE, ESQ..
Subject:
The public
feb25 d4t

are

invited.
F. E.

PRAT, Ch. Lee. Com.

HALL””

CITY

y

Hamilton.

Alexander

Thursday Evening, March 2d.
II

If

Talks.

Stereopticon

Illustrated

7 00
4 60

4 40
2 90

0 00
30 00

17 75

RETAIL.

Roe’s Works, 9 vols.,
Schoenberg, 13 vols*,

Napoleon,

3

Dickens. 15 vols.,
Ward’s Poets, 4 vols.,

$13 50
13 50
4 50
22 60

vols.,

vols.,

6

Disraeli, 6 vols.,
Spectator, 8 vols.,
DeQuincy, 6 vols.,
Rollins’ History, 4 vols..
Millman’s

Christianity,

8

vols.,

Knight’s England, 4 vols.,
8 vols.,
Hudson’s Shakespeare, 6 vols.,

Kingsley,

8

vols.,

7 50

Townsend, 5 vols.,
Macaulay’s England, 6 vols,,
Essays, 3 vols.,
Handy Shakespeare, 12 vols.,
Bcaconstield, 12 vols.,
Trollope, 27 vols.,
Entertaining History, 4 vols.,
Our Own Times, 4 vols.,
English People. 4 vols.,
Waverley Novels, 6 vols.,
6 vols.,
Booth in his Dramatic

Aguiltr,

13 75
27 00
6 00
5
6
9
7

FOR
$ 8 00
7 90
2 67
11 25

Dictionary of
English Language,
My Opinion of Betsy Bobbitts,

Holland’s Life of Lincoln,
Bartlett’s U. S., S vols., 8
lustrated.

00
00
00
50

17
10
14
9

1?
2

75
26
00
50
00
37

6 75
10 00
2
6
4
7
6
3
7
3
7
6
7
4
1
1
6

,8

16
4
3
3
5
4

25
00
50
40
00
60
75
60
30
25
25
37
87
87
40

75
50
10
00
37

25
50

Char-

Edwin
acter,
Hall’s Ireland, Illustrated,
Valpey’s Shakespeare, Illustrated
w th Etchings, 8 vols.,
Subscription Edition of Longfellow
Illustrated. 2 vols.,
Favorite Pocket

00
50
00

16 25
25 00
3 75
9 00
15 00
3 75
19 00
7 50
12 00
10 00
6 00
12 00
6 00
12 00
10 50
12 00

13 vols.,
Beeton’s Cyclopedia, 4 vols.,
Lamb’s Works, 5 vols.,
Half Hour Authors, 6 vols.,
Andersen, 10 vols.,
Carleton, 3 vols.,

Hawthorne,

SOLD

3 87

Thackeray,“CambridgeEd.,”20vols., 30
“UniversityEd./’lOvols., 17
25
Waverley Novels, 25 vols.,
«

10 00
5 00

15 00
60

00

2 00
2 00
7

10

25 00

the
50
2 50
3 00

30 00

6 00

19 60

34 60
65 00
14 00 8 75
40 00
16 00
20 00
10 00

27 00

12 00

7 20
2 06

8 76
12 00
7 00

5 00
2
2
2
2
2
2

9 00
1 00
1 00
110

50
60
50
00
00

75
76

00

Library Bindings.

Library Bindings.

The Sunday Home, 1880,
Ladies of White House,
Sunday Magazine,
Bartlett’s Revolution,
Cruden’s Concordance of Bible,
Leisure Hours, 1880,
Guizot’s History of England, 4 vols.,
Bancroft’s History of United
States, 6 vols., Cloth.
Wilson’s Ornithology, 3 vols., Cloth.
Hans Andersen’s Works, 10 vols.,
Cloth,
Lord Chancellors, 10 vols., Cloth,
Spencer’s Works, 5 vols., Cloth,
Hook’s Sayings and Doings, 6 vols.,
vols., Cloih,
Dumas’s Works, 10 vols., Cloth,
Hook’s Works, 15 vole.,
Prince and Paupers,

vo., Il-

Cloth,

living Officers,

Zig Zag Jeurneys, S vols.,

Angel Whig per*,
Young Man’s Friend,
Blue Blood,

Meredith, H. H. edition,
History of Lawyers,
Trial by Jury,
Early Mankind,

Owen

vols., Sheep,

Normandy.

Artists and Arabs;
Familiar Letters,
Wild Flewers,

Historic Americans.
Moore,

Arabian

•*

Scott,

3 67

13 60
20 00

9 90
12 25

15 00

10 00
10 25
14 60
410
9 76
11 75
2 10
2 20
2 20
2 20
2 50

180
98

210
5 40
69
3 55
87
87
50

67
1
1
2
3

Nights,

Josephus,
Prinee Bismarck,

20
20
06
60

76
75
76

150

Chief Justices, 6 vols.,
Nimm’s Poets, Hemans,
n

1 67
1 37

1 00
1 90

6 25
16 00
18 75
3 00
3 50
3 60
3 60
8 60
2 60
150
7 50
10 50
3 50
6 26
1 60
1 60
2 00
2 00
3 50
8 60
3 509 00
160
160

The Hudson,
Keratnio Art,

2

2 00
4 00
6 00

25 00

Innocents Abroad,
Tom Sawyer,
Parloa New Cook Book,

Hall,

1 90
2 50
1 90

15 00

Tramps Abroad,
Roughing it,
Gilded Age,

Westminister

4 00
4 50
4 00

3 60
67

6 00
150
9 00
2 50
2 50
2 50
2 50
10 00

100
1 00
4 00

4 00

1 37

5 60
1 00

100

DRESSER, McLELLAN & CO.,

We shall at the same
time offer a very fine
and extra heavy Marseilles Quilt at the low
price of $1.87, as fine
a quilt as we have ever been able to offer
before at $2.50.
Extra large sized
Glass Towels at 12
l-2c.
100 pcs. yard wide
Brown Sheeting, very
fine and heavy, only
6 l-2c, an extra good

bargain.

Something

feblS

STUDLEY,

__

Superb Photographic
Dissolving Views.

with

Reserved seats 35 and 50 ots.; admission 25 cts.
School children and pupils of the High School, admission 16; reserved 26. Tickets for sale at.Stockfeb26 dtd
bridge’s.

CARNIVAL BALL

Large

UKDER

Small

Portland. Cadets,

DRILL AND

BALL,

Large Lot Balbriggan Hose
AT 25 CENTS PAIR.

INFANTRY,

LIGHT

H. I. NELSON. & CO.

23d, 1882.
_£St_
*

PINAFORE!
Ideal

Boston

The

Opera Company,

at CITY SCA IjX.

March

doctrines of this

aktotboer

Comlimentary to the

ANOTHE3R

Small Lot of Linen Towels
AT 12 1-2 CENTS EACH.

28th,

In Gilbert & Sullivan’s

ComicOpera

H. M S. PINAFORE.
Special Sceacry, Ideal Cam, Ideal Cliorii*
and Ideal Orchextra.
Ticket® r,0. 76 and 81.00. Sold at Stock bridge's
9
Music Store, Monday morning, February 27tb. at
feb24 dtd
o'clock.

Waltz
.Waltz. 19
The “German.” | 10.The “German.'
6....
Ticket.
admitting Gentleman with
jan31 dtf
l.adira, SO cl.._

4

.....

OEBIUTV..

NERVOUS

Cure

A

Guaranteed.

Db. E. C. West’s Nerve anti Brain Treatment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulIx>ss
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression,
of Memorv. Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntabv
overcause<l
Old
Premature
Age,
ry Emissions.
or over-indulgence, which leads
ertion,
will cure
to misery, decay aDd death. One box
recent cases Each box contains one month’s treatfor
five dola
or
six
boxes
dollar
box,
ment. One
lars* sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
six
boxes
West*
C.
John
Co., guarantee
proprietors,
to cure any case. With each order received for
with
five
the
auied
prodollars,
•ix boxes, accomi
prietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO., Druggists, only agents in
at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

self-ftfeuse,

emblematic,

some,

ors,

compositions

feb20

Portland,

Me.,
novl6

d&wly46

notified that the unfor
dersigned will not be personally liolden
or moneys obtained
anv contracts made, or supplies
of
PhiladelSharta
of
the
Brig
oron account
made or
phia without our written consent,"whether
obtained by the master, or any other person.
FRED A. WAIiRKN,
by Geo. S. Huxt,

ALL

concerned

fo’

GERTRUDE LEIGHTON,
C.

—^
feb2©

H. Tow.nsend

by
WM. ROBINSON.
by 0. H. lowttsEM),
WITHERSPOON & TOWNSEND.
dlw

....

Photograph

Albums

at

Under Falmouth Hotel.

febl3-eodliii__________
Paul Erausiug’s Egyptian Crystal Photos are well worth the attention of everybody. They are on Exhibition at
No. 533 Congress St.
febll

d2w

‘

U/A TU A iSJI
ULMUInL Wnt. 1 rlniVI
p

r li 111 m C

is the only Iron preparation that
does not color the teeth, and will not

cause headache or constipation,
other Iron preparations will.

as

rr„

BROWN’S
IRON
BITTERS
Ladies and all sufferers from neu-

ralgia, hysteria, and kindred
it without an

com-

equal.

cod&wly

feb24

0F“LYNN7iss7

MRSLYOIA

were

used,

*

E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Is

a

Positive Cure

for all those Painful Complaints nn» Weaknesses
soeommou to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and IJlcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and tbe consequent
Bpinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
an early stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there is checked very speedily by its ubo.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of theBtomach.
It cures Bloatlgg, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indi-

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, Is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Taper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LPTNt PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness^
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
Sold by all Druggists.

M W&Fly

octl7

To Ihe I 'ouHuuiptivc.-E.et thone who lancuinh under the fatal severity of our climate

these who

pulmonary’complaint.or
are in decided Consumption, by no means despair.
There is ft safe and sure remedy at band, and one
Wilbor’s Compound of Cod-Liver Oil
easliy tried.
and Lime,” without possessing the very nauseating flavor of the Oil as heretofore used is endowed
by the Phosphate of Lime »ith a healing property
which renders the Oil doubly efficacious. Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy can be shown. Sold
byA. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston, and all drugfeb20deo&w2w
gists.
through

even

any

__

The Great Healing Remedy.

U/ATPU

Wnlutl

feb22

W.F&JI eowSwcowljB

Sarreguemines1

Fitted oomplete with the

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

in coin silver
cases,

i»uiy gs.30.nt iMcKEVNEr’s New jewm.hV store, 347 congress
STREET.
febbdlm

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

C. E. JOSE ft CO.

dtf

NEW

Otto Gas

Engines,

FROM 1 TO 13 HORSE POWER.
Economy, Convenience*
NO BOILER.
NO STEAM.
NO DANGER.
FOR SALE BY

Cleveland & Harston
138 EXCHANGE ST., Agents.
Dealers
feb20

in

Gas

Fixtures.
eodlm

cruel

wrong uone to

me

simple seam-

events. The very sight of the poet incarnate upon our streets is good for old and
young. It lifts the minds of all above the

commonplace and gives rise to finer
and
higher thought and feeling.
who
had
the
rare
Xone
privilege
of witnessing the wonderful scene in the
old Chapel at Brunswick, when he recited
his noble Morituri Salutamus to the classmates who had graduated with him fifty
years before and to the eager and reverential throng which filled the place, will ever
piuiuuuu impression

ui muse

wurus

aspiration

unconquered by time; given with the mien
and aspect of an aneient prophet or seer. So
with gratitude for his beneficent influence
upon us, as well as love for his virtues and
admiration for his achievements, we give
him birthday greetings and universal heartfelt wishes for many more good years of life.

Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

THE

_ii.

ans; and the lakes, rivers and plains of the
West are peopled forever by Hiawatha and
his dusky followers.
To most men it is not given to kcow in
life time, the place they hold in the hearts
and minds of their fellow men. Expression
of feeling is withheld or is tinged with suspicion of flattery or prejudice. It is hard to
The
judge accurately of a contemporary.
perspective of years is needed to fitly estimate the worth of a man and to fix his rela.
tion to other men. So that the men .of high
achievement may never know whether the
laurel wreath is for them or whether oblivion will sweep them into the undistinguished
mass when once they have ceased from life’s
activities. They may not even see the promised land and may only hope that it lies beyond the horizon which bound their vision.
But our poet stands even now on Pisgah’s
hights-and the beautiful hills and vales
of the land of immortal fame lie fresh and
fair before him, and he may enter and make
good cheer. The words of praise and greeting which come to him this day not only
from his native city but from every place
where letters have due honor are earnest
and assurance of the things which will be
thought and said of him when the time
shall come—may it be far hence—for assigning his place in the temple of fame among
the great and good who have gone before.
May he not feel to-^ay that it is not Ultima
Thule which he has reached, but that his
sails are lowered in the fair harbor of Atlan.
tis where he will find the lost dreams of his
youth made real to the satisfaction of
heart and soul?
It is well for him to have lived so long as
to feel the laurel wreath securely placed on
his brows. It is well also for us to have him
so long with us. The visits which he pays to
his native town are valued and notable

of resignation lightened by high

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,

oolO

*1--!t..-__n__

another beauty, to another virtue and to another long life. So it happens that when
we come to the praising of most men there
must be pauses, omissions and hesitations.
It is not so now. Here the contemplation of
one gift suggests another.
The strength of
purpose and aspiration is made availing by
wit and poetic fire, and these are made pure
by virtue; to beauty of mind is added rare
beauty of person which has kept fit pace
with his spiritual development, from the
beautiful youthful face which his contemporaries remember to the grand Homeric head,
wreathed about with its masses of snowy
hair, which we of the later time know and
reverence. In bis very aspect the poet stands
confessed.
It is not needful to tell what Henry Wadsworth Longfellow has said and done to
make himself illustrious and the city of his
birth proud. It is knowD of all men and his
He has put
verses are household words.
the glamour of poesy upon this new continent destitute of legendary lore, without the
vista of knights and ladies, of robber barons
and paladins, of enchanted castles and wicked magicians, of varied mythologies and
gods mixing with the affairs of men, of battles and sieges, of foul deeds and fair deeds,
which have furnished so abundant material
for poets in all the past time. The rude and
rocky shores of IJova Scotia are visited, as
Summers come and go, by pilgrims whose
hearts are softened and made sad by thought

ruse uiu

eodtf

For

_

oi rue

With Iseantful Pottery
Centre*.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,

are

exterior

TABLE LAMPS

REMEMBER, We offer onr whole stock at these Low Rates, and
they are of the latest and best editions. Special Rates made for
large quantities and Libraries^_

Brig Shasta.
persons

BROWN’S
IRON
BITTERS

ELEGANT

Sof

of

observed with pride and satisfaction continuous, without lapse or hindrance, as student, traveler, instructor and poet, and
most of all as one whose kindly and gracious
life is good for him to live and helpful and
refining to all around him. And now we
come with one accord to celebrate the completion of three quarters of a century of this
full life. We hail him conqueror of years,
we praise him"for his great achievements
and wish for him many more days of peace
and honor, with such work only as may
make life most pleasant to him, for he has
already improved the talents given him to a
degree which must satisfy the mast austere
steward.
The gods are chary of their gifts to men.

enriches the blood and purifies the
system; cures weakness, lack of
energy, etc. Try a bottle.

were

then the artist was equally
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
Esthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the State of
Maine, whose new and ele-

Sale

»

most eminent son, one whose career she has

Street in this city.

In order to reduce our stock of Books before moving into onr new
store in Lancaster Block, we shall offer our whole stock at Discounts
ranging from 25 to 75 iter cent. Our sto< k is full and complete, con(he latest work, of TRAVEL; BIOGRAPHY and FICTION,
in Sets.
as well as a large stock of STANDARD W ORKS, &c.,
This is an excellent opportunity to replenish one’s Library at great___

were

when

and

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
_

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.
To-day Portland gives greeting to her

dis-

with the dim and shadowy
patterns of sunflowers and
lilies on the walls, and used
as accessories in the interi-

-13 "ST-

ly REDUCED RATES.
We also have a good assortment
one-half the usual retail price.

4-

of the

new

of the

d3t

*

Clearance

Thursday Evening.
-Waltz. 16.Waltz.
s'-.'.'.Galop. 7.Polka.
3 .Newport. | 8.Galop.
1

CHARLES F. LIBBY

as

ciple. Among many
compositions which

"

/ '"Gilbert’s Program me.

BROWN’S
IRON
BITTERS

gant studio is located in
Dow’s Block, 514 Congress

H. I. Nelson & Co.
feb25

characteristic,

yery

being explanatory

H. I. NELSON & CO.

Ticket* *6 ct*., 3 for 81.00, to be obtained at
Chandler's Music Store, Farrington Bros, and at the
feb25dtd

feb24

are

BY

door.

March

Corsets

of

prominent New York

Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the ^Esthetic apostle,
in many positions which

AT 35 CENTS PAIR.

CHANDLER'S FULL QUADRILLE BAND.

TILSON

Lot

■■ —

..

OSCAR WILDE
A

ANOTHER

SMARITAN ASSOCIATION
MUSIC

Spool Cotton

of

H. I, NELSON & CO.

T—

AUSPICES OP TnE

THE

Lot

AT OlVE CEBIT SFOOE.

Antiquarian Supper
City Ha.ll,
MONDAY EYEING, MARCH 6,

dtf

feb26

'■

AND

—4

253 Middle Street.

AKTOTHEB.

ELECTION, MONDAY, MAR. 6.

Dry Groods

dtf

preserve com-

regular attache of the Puses is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our Journal.

nice in fine all wool
Fancy Black Dress
Goods. The above are
very choice styles and
we shall offer them at
prices that will please
close buyers.
Don’t buy
of any kind until you
visit our store, and we
will save you money.

or

not used.

Evkbv

and

new

are

FOB 9UIOB,

plaints, will find

REAL FRENC H
DRESS GOODS.

No. 47 EXCHANGE STREET.

Lecture:

Subject for Closing
Glimpses of Scotland.

SOLD
FOR

Parkman‘8 Works, 8 vols. Cloth,
Goethe’s Complete Works, 8 vols
Boswell’s Johnson, 4 vols. 12mo,
12mo, English Text, Half Calf,
Sheep,
Full (jilt'
$28 00 $1G 76
Best Authors, 3 vols. 12mo, cloth,
Text
6
Gerrnau
Goethe’s Original
16 76
21 00
Fielding and Smollett, 6 vols. 8
vols., 8vo, Russia Full Gilt,
vo, cloth,
Schiller’s Complete Works, 6 vols.,
Thackeray, 15 vols. 1-2 Morocco,
12mo, 1-2 Turkey, Full
16 75
21 00
Bulwer, Caxton edition, 20 vols.
Gilt, English Text,
16 75
2100
8vo, cloth,
Schiller Complete German Text,
Bulwer, Caxton edition, 20 volB,
Boswell’s Life of Johnson, 10 vols,
8vo, 1-2 Russia,
12mo, 1-2 Calf, with additions
Yates’ Works, 11 vols. cloth.
30 00
17 75
by John Wilson Crooper,
Jameson’s Sacred and Legendary
Artists’ Biographies, 5 vols., 12mo,
1-2 Turkey, Full Gilt, containing
Act, 6 vols. 1-2 Turkey,
I Douglass* Novols, 10 vole, cloth,
of
Kembrant,
Durer,
Biographies
Cooper’s Works, 16
Van Dyke Titian, Reynolds and
9
Emerson’s
16 00
1175
many others,
Pintos, How I Crossed Africa, 1-2
Rawlinson’s Five Great Monarch2 vols. 8vo,
Full
1-2
8vo.
Turkey,
Gilt,
Turkey,
ies,
Our Village, Illustrated, Mitford.
20 00
12 25
3 vols.,
Life and Epistles of St. Paul, by
Subscription Edition of LongfelConnybear and Howson,
low’s Complete Works, 2 quarto
50 00 26 00
Ways of Women,
vols. Full Turkey,
ormon Wife,
M
18
75
35 00
British Poets, 10 vols. 1-2 Calf
Smith’s Bible Dictionary,
22 60 15 50
Jefferson’s Works, 8vo, 9 vols.
of Dean Swift,
Works
13
60
1800
Froede’s England, 12mo, 12 vols.
Thos. Hood,
30 50
17 75
British Poets, 12mo, 26 volg. Cloth

Hazlitt’8

Magnificent Band

12 00

SOLD
FOR
9 10

RETAIL.

The closing selection will be by the

s' TWO BANDS UNITED,

We have just secura large lot of fine
Marseilles Quilts, extra large size, that we
shall offer at the exceedingly low price of

giving ed

Books in Fine Bindings.

Bindings.

Wo cannot undertake to return
munications that

wasting diseases.

J.nl8

d&w

ly3

for

MONDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 27.

dyspepsia,heartburn, mala-

and other

type.

RETAIL.

Hand,

Chandler's

will cure

$1.10.

THE

Wednesday Evening:, Mareli 1st.

Longer,

a

large

QUILTS.

BROWN’S
IRON
BITTERS

Thebe is in London a regular “Old
Clothes Exchange.” It is found in a court
which leads off the well-known street
Hounsditch; the locality is named “Phil’s
Buildings.” The “old clo” men and women
gather there daily between! and 5 p. m., to
make exchanges which they conceive to be
for their mutual advantage.
They number
several hundreds, of all classes and condiThe beggars and
tions in their low life.
buyers start out on their rounds of the city
early in the morning, and most of them
come up to the exchange with large stocks
The market place is hardly over
on hand.
100 feel square. There are stalls and benches and shelves for the display of goods,
while at one end is an eating-house with
.supplies such as are in demand among the
Clothing of every kind,
mongrel throng.
from boots and shoes to hats, appears at the
daily hours of trade. Some of the habitues
arc quarrelsome—the women more so than
the men—but loud disturbances are rare.
A case was recently brought before the
Lord MayorLondon in which one Harry
Clench Stanley, a bank director, was charged
with having issued a prospectus of the uovernmont Security Fire-Insurance Company
which he knew to be false in certain material particulars, with the intent to induce persons to become shareholders.
Several witnesses wero called who proved the truth of
the charge, and the Director was heavily
fined. If such a law could he enforced in
this country it would make a revolution in
the character of prospectuses or it would
add materially to the revenues of justice.

Ghosts oat of Hades the singer, with heart that aet

Birth-Day Song.
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We do not read anonymous letters and comm uni
cations. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.

ria, kidney disease, liver complaint,

small portion of our extensive stock.
We do not offer these to dear out an old stock, but
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hen it v w.

Sunlight

splendor of the

and

weakens

latter

snows

two-fold glory In heaven and on the earth,
Light fallen and light arisen, were met midway
To lead and welcome a new soul astray
To the bright doors of birth;
And winter's sun, turned springward in the skies,
The sun of seventy years ago and five,
A

lordly light

A

mortals
decision

arose

Evil for gool having chosen, left only hope to

greater than his who took from the
their fire,
Fire in his hands for the sake, fru tless and thankless, of men?
Broken and bound he was left, his hsart unfalfilltd
of desire
Prey of the pitiless beak that tore him again aad
What love

Face to the sea the fair-set city stands
Held of her hills as in the hollow of hands,
Eastward and westward; St her homes that day
One house was happiest for the new sweet sake
Of the gift goodliest which days give or take,
A little child; of him did love decree
That, being compassed about of love from harm,
Winter should hurt not nor the strange alarm
Of any wind awake
Him in whose tender ear
The word or wordless speech of human lore
First and forever of all sounds heard should prove
Most constant and continual and clear.
Is there no loneliness or lack in heaven
When souls like this come worldward from above?
to earth the

And lift our

brightest

star of

seven—

about the

again.
Liberty, fire of the gods, take tbou the elect of thy
leading
Even unto death and more—alive, unto hatred and
shame I
Surely with

no gift
speeding:

comes

the hearts of them torn who snlightaa the
world with thy flame?
Strong were the strange gods of old, Images grarea
Are not

golden

in

Songs

that

Yet which among all the gods

■The song

a?

delight—
us to know,
hearken while he sings

as a

And tear at her and fawn again ana ionow,
Darkness above her and the shouts of thunder,

And darkness and the sound of waters under,
When rain and wind were in the stormy hollow
Of heaven, and lightnings lashed the maddened sea.
Again, the strange tales of sea-faring folk
The wind-like will and long, long thoughts awoke
Of the boy, seeing not yet about his head
The living light of laurel leaves to bo.
Or he would watch how strength of hands and steel
Built the great body of the ship, how 6taunch
The timbers were, how glad were prow and keel
To meet the water, as it calmly sped
Forth to the sea, sent down its ways a-launch.
Where the land ends at the promontory,
Blomidoa, the spirit of the Cape,
Sheeted with the sea-spray and the hoary
Fog that folds about his ghostly shape,
Stands a witness ot the Acadians’ story,
Dispossessed and doomed without escape,

Beset

Of

When the sea from the north conies raging t*
threaten the life of the land?
Where the last laud facing
Against the sea,
The fleet waves racing
With waves that flee,
Are a-foain as the mouths of wild horses that aw
violent and fret to be free.
land shadowed with wings
sea-birds resort
And the wet sea-weed clings
And its rocks are a fort,
And the ship of the sailor it anchored at last in the
ultimate port.
A

Where the

so

saith the

singer—

And though at his word
Denial must linger
And doubt be unheard
As the querulous chirp of the locust is lost in the
chant of the bird—
Yet

the honor and name
heart having root,

In men’s

With broad branches of

fame,

Golden praises for fruit.
Are of him as a lord of Atlantis, where the sea
strikes the shore like a lute.
Like

lute silver-wired
soft hands,
Foreseen and desired
And sought of all lands,
The Paradise Earthly, the island where the garden
of Hesperus stands.
a

In tho sea’s

Or of Thul& the lone
Sea-girt isle shall he have
Crown of kingship and threne
Looking forth to the wave,
A id the cup in his hands shall be holdea his Lady
of Poesy gave.
By his hands half-divine
Is the golden cap crowned
With his song’s purple wine,
And his praises resound
As the heart of tho people rejoices for sake of the
the numberless sands
high tides heap,
Be the days while his hands
The gold cup Bhall keep
Ere it sink through the darkness of waters, be lost
in tho streams of the deep.
As

That the

with flags to sun and sea-wind flaunted
Ships accursed sailed into Minas Bay;
Here the pious piteous prayers were chanted
While the exiled folk went on their way.—
From the marsh-land mute and memory-haunted,
Stands apart the new town of Grand Prd.

Sing unto him, honor and praise him, O city, thy sen
and thy foremost of fame;
Be glad for him, place of his birth,
Have joy for the sake of the day he was bora, and

Here the strength of tyranny’s decision
Child from father, bride from bridegroom tor#;
Love from love apart with sad division,
Searching, following ever, met no more
But in dreams or waking dreamless vision
Until Death set wide his welcome door.

the years that have mode him a name
With singers the mightiest of earth.
Let honor and love be as one in thy speech of him
even as the tire and the light
Are twofold and one of the sun;
Sel a song in thy month, let thine heart be uplifted,
thine eyes be illnmod for the sight
Of tho world’s praise thy poet has won.
Not lovelier, not lordlier the song of his youth aad
the touch of his earlier late
Than his voice to the later-strung lyre;
As bough sets to bud, bud increases to flower, and
the flower is followed of fruit,
As breath wakes the glory of fire,
The blossoming stem of his song is fulfilled, yea
with measure of fruitage fourfo’d,
His ppirit enlightened of days—
Wbat clasp shall be broken, what bond shall be loosened, what link shall fail ever to hold

Here the water whispers on the beaches,
Here the land lies silent in the sun,
Here the blacksmith’s blasted willow bleaches
skeleton.

Here the stillness sadder than all speech is
Of the cruel wrong received and done. #

bronze-girt bee in summer follows
Scent of buckwheat bloom in fields where fire
Ravaged eaves and lintels whence the swallows
Fled—and such may nevermore desire
Shelter of these desolate homestead hollows
Where the sea-wind shakes the wild rose brier.

Here the

lonely Bwallow passes
ever shall he find;
Here are salt and sun-embrowned marsh-grasses,
Wrinkled ridges of sea-sand aligned,
Lit or darkened as the drifting masses
now a

love of men’s hearts to his praise?
O city once more and again cry aloud, lift thy volee,
speak thou well of thy son,
Thy child best-beloved of thee;
Weave a wreath of thy praise and thy peaee for bis
head, crown Ills hair thou desirable one
That art as a queen by the sea!

The

rafter

are

unruly
harry the strand

waves

That

cup he 9ends round.

Here

loud

morning light

this then Taull,
with a band

Is

For

Or frola the quay, he saw the merchant vessel
Swing heavily upon the harbor tide,
Far from the fierce waves that would crouch and
wrestle
AniWeap like leopards lapping at her side

c

as

Wbat vision of power is this? What awful gheet
Clothed iu the singing robes and wreath? His eyes
Hold light and shadow of death, and after death
Judgment, dividing flowers of Paradise
From poisonous weeds ripe for the fire. Wbat salth
! Dante Alighieri, of whose Tuscan tongue
i No harmony is lost
In the large music of the latter song.
And with what holier fire
Is sung the Tragedy more divine and higher!

delicate Ariel found
Under the blossom of the hawthorn bough,
A spirit set free to weave with fairy wings
A girdle for the girth
Of the incessant earth
Which like a potter’s wheel turn3 round and round.

Of the

swift and sweet

Of him that loved thaflowres rede and white,
And made the daisy deathless as a star.

these not given of him for

nor

shadows of

within the wayside hostelry
The travellers rest awhile. The singer's stories
Of ancient legends lighted with the glories
Of moonlit mists new woven of poesy.
Surely the liking and the praise would win
Of the dear pilgrim of the Tabard Inn,
Our master Geoffrey Chancer, bright first bird
That hailed the April sun of English seng
With his high note of rapture, lovely and long,
And gave bis glad voice clearly to be heard
Past all the clamor of years that were and are,

again,

Roof

and

hie torture and toil, Prometheus lies crowned
hl3 stone!

Arose in visions for his full

Mere if

hearts

Here now

Sea and the oak-wood and again the sea,
Wide fields and woodland looking to the west,
And streets with shade of many a vigorous tree—
These were the places he knew earliest;
And of them one for favorite he found,
Seeking it gladly ever and again,
Where in a narrow lane,
Turning his wheel around,
The potter labored in his low-roofed shed;
Where through the dusty shadow sometimes sped
A thin bright gleam of sun and made its way
To light a legend written on the wall
Of old strange wisdom that clay learns of clay:
No handicraftsman can, With our art compare,
We potters make our pots, Of what we jitters are.
So read the curious scrawl.
And what fine fanciesTed the singer’s sight,
What fragile moulded forms of porcelain,
What color and shape—while the wheel turned

long-forgotten

our

on

place that gave him birth
And saw his young life climb,
Glad as the sun to seek its prosperous prime,
Toward man’s meridian might and go’.den age.

a

high of

striving defeated,

The

Like

so

shall he holdeu

After

world,

that

made glad la the

Hades at one—
Yet, foiled and failed of desire, his strength aad ha

arffnaina nf nrttpimw fhinjg

us

ears

completed,
Laughter and light of Olympus

The whole earth is the poet’s heritage;
And even the years of time,
These hath he godlike for his empery
That no king hath—and utter liberty;
Yet one place is to eich man best of earth.

K6ramos,

oar

Prometheus that fell, daring too greatly
climb.
A Star is arisen in power, and the day of the gods ft

unfurled
To take the wldd of song that lightly blows,

And heard of

in

sweet

are

time.

newer

to

With fortunate sail

Are

thy triumph

the time of

less

As this man

here to move
spirits with a holier leaven.

And yet again his ears heard not for nought
The song of waters and of winds set free;
With godlike gifts his cradle-side they sought—
For who shall set a limit to the sea
Or bar the way before the wind thereof,
And bind the strength of its unweary wings,
Or dry the fountains of the salt bright springs
And set them boundaries wherein they shall be?
Yea even as these the voice of faith and love,
The sense and spirit of the poet’s thought,
Are for the whole world’s hearing, to flow forth
From southern sunlands to the crystal north,
And touch with song the ultimate zone ani zone
As great sea-winds are blown.
Yea as the strong sea flows
In mighty tides or in far-reaching streams,
So runs the power of the poet's dreams.
Making the earth clean as with water-springs,

Bearing

were

heavens

And wondrous welcome to the new-born child;
And sea and sun were clear as glass and fire.

onoe

r*.

main.

Innumerable-stringed, a strenuous lyre,
And all the quiring ooean sang a wild

Most needed

again,

Dream-led to love and to loss, desolate when her

To lighten in a babe's fresh-opened eyes,
Flowerlike and loveliest of all things alive.
The north-wind’s mighty force was manifest
When his hands smote the ancient pine-forest,

As

blenohes,

or

Calls from the asphodel fields, tlilo-roleed, with
death in their eyes,
Drinking in life from the blood of hie song, at of
old In the trenches
He, the world-wandering lord, Ulysses, taw spirits
arise.
Pale as a lily might blossom, Pandora unveiled te
his vision,
Dowered with her manifold gift .Is seat of the la-

winnowed by the wind.

Exile, and not death, made termination
Here of life; and neither life nor death
Lingers in this land of desolation;
Even no moss-grown graven liead-stoue salth
Any word of grief or lamentation
For the people vanished like a breath.

Ultima

son of exiled father
Comes in peace to find the old lost place—
Houselass, yea, and graveless—no ghosts gather
Bisen again to meet him face to face.
Greeting him as guest, the rose-boughs rather
Bend to give him welcome of their grace.

Thule.

Here, If any

fBY HENRY WADSWORTn LONGFBLM)W.]

With favoring winds, o’er sunlit seas,
We sailed for the Heaperides,
Tho land where golden apples grow,
But that, ah! that was long ago.

Never was the Earth of woa a lover
Nor of memories made more sad than tears;—
So it comes that she is glad to cover
Buried sorrow of tho long-doad years,
Laying rose and rose-leaf lightly over*
Till a garden all the grave appears.

How far, since then, the ocean streams
Have swept us from that land of dreams,
That land of Action and of truth,
Tho lost Atlantis of our youth!

Till the ancient sorrow sweet and straDge 1
With time’s comfort more than half consoled,
And the sba-wind round the coast that ranges
Sings by rote the sighs It heard of old—

Whiiher, ah, whither'.' Are not there
Tho tempest haunted Hebrides,
Where sea galls scream, and breakers roar
And wreck and sea-woed line tho shore?

Thus the poet’s tender magic changes
All the leaden load of grief to gold:

pine forest he saw
Where Hiawatha gave his gentle law;
Where weeps the stream that laughed, the
glad water
Mourns Minnehaha lost, its dusky daughter;
And where above Mondamin’s gelden head
The

region

The Indian

of the

onc:-

women wove

Dark is tho morning
of the harbor,

songs of sorrowing love,
Not less than they that wailed Adonis dead.
A

mystic

Ultima Thule! Utmost Isle!
Here in thy harbors lor awhile
We lower our sails; a while we rest
From the unending, endless quest.

dance to

Motionless lies the sea, under its curtain of cloud.
the sails of ships on the distant

Here angels are, and evil powers of air;
The deadly mocking of the fiend, and prayer
Of a maid stainless for the sacrifice
Upward to hearing of tho heavens arise;
And here ride prince and maiden where the snow
Is fallen white of cherry-flowers drifted
Strewing the roadway fair for him and her:
Here on tho painted bridge beforo Lucorno
Death dances, playing on a dulcimer,
Taking the hand of every man in turn
To lead him down the way all men must go
When life’s last burden is fallen from them
lifted.
clearer moonlight and a sharper shade.
Note of a bird wakened by mandollus—
A

And, perfect

flower of tho southern

night,

Preoiosa, pure and passionate as if made
Of air and Are, her rapturous dance begins
With flying feet to clicking castam t,
When of grave elders met
The judgment was forgotten for delight.

with mist; 1b the narrow month

Dreamily glimmer

horizon.
Like to the towers of
the sea.

a

town, butlt

on

the

verge «

«

and stately
ocean.

Slowly

and still, they sail forth into the

With them sail my thoughts over the limitless deep.
Farther ami farther away, bourne on by unsatisfied
Unto

longings.
Hesperian isles,

unto Ausonian shores.

«

or

Sow they have vanished away, have disappeared in
in the ocean;
Sunk are the towers of the town, into the depths or
the sea!

AU have vanished but those that, moored in

me

roadstead,

neighboring
Sailless ac anchor ride, looming so large in the mist.
Vanished, too, are the thought.-, the aim, unsatisfied
Sunk

are

While In

longings;

tho
a

turrets of

cloud iuto th»

haven of rcet my heart 1«

ocean

riding

at

ex
oa-

Held by the chains of love, held by the anchors of
trust!

*
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Orators.

Daniel Webster was much more than an
But iu his own life-time Lis oratory often
appeared to overshadow his other claims to distinction. The most celebrated of American
citizens of his generation, and perhaps the most

ora-

tor.

honored and beloved, he was never accepted by
tho whole body even of Amorican liberals as
their rightful candidate for the Presidency,
Only when startled by the sad surprise of his
death they began to repent of the opportunity
they had missed of glorifying their side. Since
the grave closed upon him the splendor of his
almost altogether
has
rhetorical triumphs
eclipsed his fame as a jurist and a statesman.
That the renown of an orator should survive at
all must always indicate more than ordinary
endowments of speech. That it should survive
in the United States beiokens marvelous elooquence. Ability to speak iu public is common
to all Americans, excepting Gen. Washington
and, perhaps, Gen. Grant. An American who
studied at Cambridge some 40 years Bince records the naive surprise he felt at discovering
himself an object of academical admiration for
being able to make a set speech without preparation. Every American could do the same he
lisavows. The best judges, experts and rivals
tened enraptured to Daniel Webster, whether
Conarguing in the Supreme Court, addressing
or iu Fangress, or declaiming at Banker Hill,
eul Hall, or on a bare, bleak rock at New PlyWith one accord they recognized
mouth.
their master; theyconld deny him neither their
in
tears nor their judgment, xlie art is not dead
Europe. England lias two orators left. France
not
has at least one. The American Union has
wanta few. But we suseect there is something
when
ing to their efforts which waspresent stillWords
Daniel Webster expired 30 years ago.
it
are as flowing and as glowing as they were;
is the hearts of the hearers which are no more
as receptive and impressible. The festival
which honors the memory of Daniel Webster
reminds this age at once of a man who took its
predecessor captive by the magic of speech an d
of its own loss of the faculty for abandoning itself to the same enthrallment.
Iyawtu

o

w»u

ou«

awful mystery and horror. His eldest son,
James, Earl of Drumlanrig, is simply stated in
the old peerages “to have died young.” It is
however, that he was an idiot of
now

proved,

the most wretched kind, rabid and gluttonous
enormous
as a wild animal, and grew to an
coffin
stature, as his leaden and unornamented
in the family vault at Durisdeer attests to this
creature
day. Thi3 monstrous and unfortunate
room of
was always confined in a ground-floor
and
the western wing of Queensbury House;
“till within these few years the boards still remained by which the windows of the dreadful
were darkened to prevent the idiot

receptacle

from looking out or being seen.”
On the day the Treaty of Union was passed
all Edinburg crowded to the vicinity of the
Parliament House to await the issue of the final debate, and the whole household of the Duke
—the High Commissioner—went thither on
masse for that purpose, and perhaps to prevent
him from being torn to pieces by the exasperated people, and among them went the valet
whose doty it was to watch and attend the Earl
of Drumlanrig.^ Hearing all unusually still in
the vast house, the latter contrived to break
to
out of his den, and roamed wildly from room
him into
room, till certain savory odors drew
the great kitchen, where a little turnspit sat
the
quietly on a stool by the fire. He seized and
boy, took the meat from the fire, stripped the
found
devouring
spitted him, and he was
ha! f roasted body when the Duke returned
with his train from his political triumph, to
find dire horror awaiting him. “The common
soon
people, among whom the dreadful tale
spread, in spite of the Dnke’s endeavors to suphim
press it, said that it was a judgment upon
for his odious share in tho Union. The story
who
had
that
the
runs
Duke,
previously regarded his offspring with no eye of affection,
immediately ordered the creature to be smothered. But this is a mistake; the idiot is known
to have died in England, and to have snrvived
his father many years, though he did not
succeed him upon his death in 1711, when the
titles devolved upon Charles, a younger brother."
__

The Confusion of Tongues.
[San Franeisco[News Letter.]
“Ob, mon papa,” replied Mollie, “il ne faut
pas dire des choses comme fa.” “Well, I
didn’t,” said Mr. J., “say your clothes were

dear, but what iu thunder are you talking
about? Can’t you talk American?” “Oh, non,
papa; je comprends cette langue laide, me je
“What in thunder,” cried
ne la parle plus.”
Mr. J., “do yon mean, Mollie, by a long laid
pari pin on prongs. Here I’ve come all the way
to Ogden with two new silk dresses for you,
bought in San Francisco, and you can’t say
thank you for ’em, I suppose, except in some
infernal foreign gibberish.” “Yon dear, darling old duck,” replied Mollie, “you can just

bet I don’t talk no moreParee till them dresses
is wore out,” and the angel hugged the old
man all the way home until she got new
dresses, and then she remarked: “Ob, Fronce!
je vous adore! my belle Fronce:

An

alligator’s

Alligator Bats.

throat is

an

animated

sewer,

Everythiag which lodges in his open mouth
goes down. He is a lazy dog, and instead of
hunting for something to eat, he lets his vie"
tuals hunt for him. That is, he lies with his
great mouth open, apparently dead, like the
’possum. Soon a bug crawls into it, then a fiy,
then several gnats and a colony of mosquitoes.
The alligator don’t close his mouth yet. He is
waiting for a whole drove of things. He does
his eating by wholesale. A little later a lizard

will cool himself under the shade of the upper
jaw. Then a few frogs will hop up to catch
the mosquitoes. Then more mosquitoes and
Finally a whole villight on the frogs.
lage of insects and reptiles settle down for an
all
at once there is an
Then
afternoon picnic.
earthquake. The big jaw falls, the alligator
slyly blinks one eye, gulps down the entire menagerie and opens his great front door again
for more visitors.—Florida Letter.
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INDICATIONS FOB

THB

NEXT
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HOUBS.

Obp’t, Office Chief Signal j
,
Officer, Washington, D. G.,
Feb. 27, 1 A.M
,
For New England,
Slightly warmer, fair weather, sonthwesterly
winds, stationary or lower pressure-.
Wit

[special bulletin.]
General rains have fallen. In the Gulf slates
light southerly winds prevail. There has been
which
a slight but general rise in temperature
is above mean for the month, except iu the
South Atlantic States. Warm wave averaging
about 25 degrees above mean for the month,
and extending to south and east is central in
Dakotah. Rain is indicated Tuesday in the
Middle States and New England.
No Advance in Freight Rates.

Chicago, 111., Feb. 25.—According to a telegram received to-day from Commissioner Fink
the proposition made at a recent meeting at

Cleveland to advance East bound grain rates
basis of 25 cents and provision rates on a
basis of 30 cents has been defeated by a vote of
the general managers of roads belonging to
the joint executive committee, otherwise
known as “high joints.’’ Voting has been
done during the past two or three days by telegraph and the result was made known to-day.
There will be no advance in rates MarchGth,
on a

as was

Heavy Burglary in Lewiston.
fiEwiSTON, Feb. 2 6 -One of the boldest robberies ever committed in Lewiston was accomplished Saturday night. The clothing store of
William Pulverman of Lisbon street was entered through the back window and valuable

clothes, gentlemen’s furnishing goods, jewelry,
etc., amounting to $1500 or $2000 stolen. The
robbers stole the use of two teams from private
Tho horses
stables to carry the goods away.
stawere found harnessed and steaming in the
The police have been
bles in the morning.
scouring the woods but have found no clew
Reform Club Anniversary.
The seventh anniversary of the Lewiston Reform Club at City Hall, Saturday evening and
of the biggest and best rallies
Overflowing
of any kind ever held here.
crowds and numerous visitors.
was one

Fire in North Wayne.
Winthbop, Feb. 26.—The finishing

and invited guests.
The executive gallery will be reserved exclusively for families of the Cabinet, and invited guests of the President. The diplomatic
gallery will be reserved for families and memThe reporters
bers of the diplomatic tcorps.
gallery will be reserved for the press.
The House of Representatives will be called
The
to order by the Speaker at 12 o'clock.
Marine Band will be in attendance. I he Senafter prayer
ate will assemble at 12 o’clock,and
will proceed to the hall of the House of RepSenate will
of
the
President
The
reseutatives.
occupy the Speaker’s chair.
The Speaker of the House will occupy a seat
The
at the left of the President of the Senate.
Chaplains of the Seuate and the House will
officers of
occupy seats next to the presiding
their respective Houses. -The chairman of the
will
occupy
joint committee of arrangements
seats at the right and left of the orators, while
next to them will be seated the Secretary of
the Senate and Clerk of the House.
Prayer will he offered by Rev. Mr. Power,
The presiding officer
Chaplain of the House.
The
will then present the orator of the day.
benediction will be pronounced by Rev. J. J.
No
Senate.
the
of
person
Bullock, Chaplain

shep of
entirely

tho North Wayne Tool Company was
Three hundred dozens of
consumed by fire.
axes, quite an amount of grass hooks and other
The cause is
material were badly damaged.
supposed to have been either a defect in the
chimney or to have caught from a hot box in
the attic. It was a hard fight to save the axe
shop close by which was badly scorched. This
afternoon they are clearing away the debris
and the

damaged goods.

The loss

on

building,

machinery, &c., amounts to $3000. Probable
insurance of $2000 in several companies.
Postofflce Discontinued.

The Idiot Bari of Drumlanrig.

an

jail
August.
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Connected with the Duke's residence in
whole
Queensberry house, against which the
wore directfury and maledictions of the mobs
of
ed at the time of the Union, there is a tale

How

The Bangor Infanticide Case.
Ban gob, Feb. 25.—Mary Glynn was ar.
raigned in the police court this morning for the
murder of the infant son of her daughter,
Mary Glynn, 1G years old, and committed to
to await the action of the grand jury in

Sunday,

expected.

Bank Officers Threatened With Violence.
St. Loots, Feb. 2C.—The Republican has advices stating that an investigation into the condition of the two banks recently suspended at
Macon, Mo,, reveals |tbe fact that Dot more
than 15 per cent, will be returned to depositors
and that Macon county will probably lose $60,000. Public feeling against the officers of the
bannk is said to be very stroDg and threats
against their personal safety are made by several heavy depositors.
Prohibitionists conference Postponed.
Pittsburg, Feb. 26.—The national conference of prohibitionists is called to meet at Chicago March 1st, has been postponed. The alliance will unite in conference at Chicago to be
called for the latter part of August by Hon.
Gideon T. Stewart of Ohio as Chairman of the
National Prohibition Party’s Executive Committee. A change of party name will be
among questions before the conference.
The Chester Explosion.
Chester, Feb. 26.—John Graham, one of
the victims of the explosion at Jackson’s pyrotechnic works, is in a critical condition, and
not expected to live through the night. Several others of the wounded are not entirely out
of danger. Prof. Samuel Jackson and Chas.
W. Van Horne, his assistant, arrested last
week, have been released on bail.
The Jeannette Survivors.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 26.—Lieut. Danenbower, who is suffering from the affliction of
his eyes, has been forbidden by bis physicians
to start for St. Petersburg until the weather
gets warmer. The remainder of «lie survivors
of the Jeannete will therefore start without
him.
Civil Service Reform.
Newport, B I., Feb. 26.—At the Chauning
Memorial church this evening Rev. M. K.
Schermerhorn lectured on civil service reform
and announced his intention of starting a civil
service reform association in this city.
Death of Madame Rudersdoff.
Boston, Feb. 26.—Mme. Ermenia Mansfield
Rudersdoff, the eminent vocalist, (jdied at her
residence in this city this morning, aged 56,
after a long illness.

Washington, Feb. 26.—The postoflice at
Cutler, Washington county, Me., has been disconttnuea.

Reunion of Colby Alumni.
Boston, Feb. 26.—Last evening the alumni
of Colby University of Waterville residing in
Boston and vicinity, held a meeting at the
Crawford House.
Thirty-five alumni were

Will
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sentation of a ticket, which will be good only
There is a great rush
for a place indicated.
for admission tickets, and of course many peoHouse hall
ple must be disappointed, as the
will accommodate but a small portion of those
who desire to be present.

present. Hon. Henry W. Paine, of the class
of 1830, presided, After a repast a permanent

*

XLVIIth Congress-lst Session.

present._
MARINE NEWS.

day.
The speaker overruled the point and the reswas
olution
adopted, yeas 115, nays 85. This
was almost a party vote, the only exceptions
being Beach, Black, Converse, Finley, Flower,
Harris of New Jersey. Hardenberg, Hutchins
Ladd,, Nolan and Stephens, who voted with
the Republicans in the affirmative, and Guenther of Wisconsin, Joyce, Thompson of Iowa
and Young who voted with the Democrats in
the negative.
Mr. Stephens of Georgia, of the committee on
coinage weights and measures, reported a bill
to authorize the coinage of silver dollars and
fraction thereof of full standard value on the

over one

Russian Steamer ,L,OBt Wltb All on Board.
London, Feb. 25.—A dispatch from Constantinople says the Russian steamer Vesta
has been sunk in collision on the Black Sea. It
This is possibly
is said all on board perished.
the same vessel which Lieut. Barranoff commanded in the Russo-Turkish war.

NEW YORK.
Assess-

ments.
Feb. 25.—The

metric system. Referrod to the committee of
the whole.
Mr Morey of Mississippi, committee on post
office and post roads reported a bill to provide
for ocean mail service between the United
States and foreign ports. Printed and recommitted.
Mr. Smith of Illinois, committee on banking
and currency reported a bill for the retirement
of trade dollars from circulation. Calendar.
Mr. Grout of Vermont, committee on territories, reported a bill to establish a territory
north of Dakota, and providing temporary
1.25
at
House
therefor.
government
the
whole on
into committee of
went
the post office appropriation bill, Springer
of Illinois offered an amendment providing
thatthere shall be no more official stamps printed, but that all correspondence on official busienvelopes.
be transmitted in penalty
ness

United States
NewYobk,
Court grand jury are considering oharges
against Nehemiah M. Curtis, special agent of
the Treasury Department, for violation of the
statute in regard to collecting assessments
from custom house officials for political purposes, which money was used in the last Presidential campaign. The case was formally presented to thejgrand jury Monday last aBd it is
said that 300 to 400 witnessesses have been
summoned. It will probably be a fortnight before the grand jury finishes taking testimony.
Charged With Stealing Bonds of the
Peruvian Company.
James B. Mantrope was arraigned in the
Toombs police court on charge of being a fugitive from justice, the complainant being Peter
Vavener. Both parties came from Philadelphia. Vavener claims he gave the accused $3,000 in bonds of the Peruvian Company to dispose of for him, Mantrope saying he could sell
He charges that Mantrope
them for $4,000.
disposed of the bonds for $3000 and appropriAllegation
ated the money to his own use.
is also made that the transfer of bonds was efThe
fected through fraud.
prisoner states his
arrest is a conspiracy to prevent him from
bringing charges against certain persons who
were largely interested in “Peruvian scheme."
The prisoner was remanded for examination.

Adopted.
Mr. Page moved to strike out of the clause
appropriatiug $500,000 for necessary and special facilities on trunk lines, the words “on
trunk lines,” so as to leave it to the discretion
of the post master general to secure special

facilities on any mail line. Debate followed.
Mr. Robeson offered an amendment that the
post master general suan ueuucr irum me
accruing to any railroad under this appropriation the amount of the increased pay accruing
to such company from the appropriation for the
of
transportation on railroad routes by inreason
October
the weighing of mails, agreed upon
master
and December last, between the post
general and railroad officers.
Mr. Davis of Illinois again gave notice of an
amendment which would direct that the hundred thousand dollars of the amount appropriated fer special facilities should bo givetl to
railroads leading from Chicago, Cincinnati and
Both Mr. Page’s and Mr. Rofeson’s
bt. Louis.
amendments were lost.
then offered his amendment which
Davis
Mr.
was ruled out.
An amendment was adopted autnorizing the
of
post master general in the case of sub-lettingthe
a mail contract on star routes to declare
original contract forfeited, and to enter into a
contract wit the sub contractor. The bill then

WASHINGTON.
The Staw Bond Cases.

Washngton, Feb. 25.—Last evening the
grand jury handed to district attorney Corkhill a batch of twenty presentments in the

general.
COLLEGE KIDNAPPERS.

Williston Seminary
the
Students.
Springfield, Mass Feb. 25.—In the trial of
of the Easthampton Williston Seminary students at Northampton to-day, D. T. Pratt, of
Elmira, N. Y., confessed the whole story about
the kipuapping of Oliver B. Dusing, with the
As a result he, Wilconsent of his assistants.
liam J. Hitchcock, of Younstown, O.. and W.
Cook Belknap, of Newburgh, N. Y., were held
in SI 000 to appear at the June term of the
Superior Court. Judson S. Dutcher, of Ellenville, N. Y., and Samuel W. Bewin, of Eastampton, Conn., were discharged on that
charge, but held in §1000 each on another haziDg case. Twenty-seven students are held in
§1000 each to appear as witnesses.
Three of the boys implicated in the Dusing
scrape have left the country: M. S. Judson, J.
The school trusW. Humble, H. P. Perrine.
tees are determined to push the prosecution
so that the hazing evil shall be broken up.
Confession

of

Mason’s Trial.
Washington, Feb. 25.—In the Mason court
martial to-day Lieutenant Howell testified
that in an interview Mason told a reporter
that he had determined to fire upon the assassin a week or two before the time of the commission of the act. Mason a'so said that he
went to the jail with the intention of shooting
Guileau, and that he had loaded his piece before going there. Mr. Bigelow, the prisoner’s
counsel, entered an objection to the admission
of this testimony. The court decided that both
the testimony and the objection should be entered on the records. Adjourned to Monday.
The court visited the jail to-day and took
measurements, etc., and Jclosely scrutinized all
surroundings. Guiteau presented them with
his autograph and photographs.

things.
No Doubt of His Confirmation
Washington, Feb. 25.—The Senate Judiciary committee to-day held a meeting which was
devoted to routine business of no particular interest. Mr. Conkling’s nomination to the Supreme Bench was taken up and discussed to
some extent imformally, but on account of absence of several members the committee deferred action upon it for their next meeting,
which will be held either Monday or Tuesday
morning. There appears to be no doubt of its
being reported back to he Senate favorably.
Mr. Conklin? Refuses to be Interviewed.
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 26—Mr. Conkling will
not be interviewed and his friends can only say
that the nomination by the President was a
surprise to him, and he appeared, so far as
there was any appearance at all to be averse
to acceptance. Mr. ConkliDg with his wife left
for New York at 11.80 and is due at sevon this

evening.
XNJSVV
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Coukling arrived

at

*»vovvw
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the Fifth Avenue Hotel

11.25 o’clock to-night. He stated that he
had nothing to say regarding his intentions in
connection with his nomination as a Justice
of the Supreme Court.

passed.
Adjourned.
WALL STREET.

1

Heavy Buying by the Leading Operators
Saturday—The Prospect in the (Money
Market—Gossip of the Street.
New Yoke, Feb. 25.—Wall street reports
state that Mr. Gould said last evening: I think
we have seen about the lowest prices that we
shall see this year. The decline yesterday was
The bulls
without cause and without pense.
threw over a great many stocks which they
will not be able to get back as cheaply as they
Stocks are in stronger hands than
sold them.
they have been in at any time for two years.
I look for the gradual development of a bull
market.
Friends of Mr. Gould are understood to have
been advised by him yesterday to buy stocks
It probably is true that Mr
now, if at all.
Gould bought over 40,000 shares of stock on
There
are indications that Mr.
Thursday.
Keene made very heavy purchases yesterday
forenoon. Parties who carefully investigated
the matter are satisfied that Mr. William H.
Vanderbilt bought between 20,000 to 30,000
Mr. Sago is
shares of Lake Shore Thursday.
30,000
credited with having bought over
shares. It was reported yesterday that Mr.
Vanderbilt had borrowed a very large amount
iaui.
01
money udou governments, wuiuu
strengthened belief in the report that he as well
market.
in
the
active
as his sons had been
The high rate of money yesterday was inThe
fluenced by very large shifting of loans.
banks are understood to be exercising unwontWall
that
officers
but
the
bank
ed caution,
say
street is manifesting no embarrassment under
the scrutiny.
It is understood that the New York, Chicago
and St. Louis, and the Wabash companies
have signed a contract, by which the former
agrees to use the Wabash road as its St. Louis
line, receiving in turn a portion of the eastbound freight of the Wabash road.
A Washington special savs tliatex-Treasurer
John C. New has been elected a director of the
Mutual Union Telegraph Company in the
place of Mr. Evans, deceased.
The Graphic says some very large time loans
are said to have been made by Messrs. Vanderbilt and Gould yesterday for GO days. It is understood the Vanderbilt loan was for $10,000,000 for 00 days upon the pledge of government
bonds as collateral, and Mr. Gould's negotiation was for about $6,000,000.
The stock operators now begin to realize
that the late sharp decline in the market was
simply a big scoop of bear operators who combined and managed thej movement with great
The manipulation was probably one
success.
of the ablest and best planned of any of the
bear operations for the past five years. The
indications today are that the current quotations of Thursday evening were the lowest
which will be again seen this year.
of

Compelling the Arrest of a Band
Lynchers.
Galesburci, Tex., Feb. 26.—A few days ago
a mob in the western part of the country took
a young man named fleering, under arrest on
suspicion of horse stealing from the officer and

lynched

from the
came to

Today a hundred armed men
neighborhood of the victim’s home
him.

town and demanded the arrest of

sus-

picious parties, threatening |otherwise to take
the law into their own hands. The sheriff then
arrested both Leveretts and two sons, and iB now
put after several more of the lynching mob.
Death of a Roman Catholic Bishop.
Charleston, Feb. 26.—Right Rev. Patrick
N. Lynch, Roman Catholic bishop of Charleston, died this morning aged 65. He was consocrated in 1858. Bishop Lynch was much beloved by all classes in the community and eminent for his scientific learning, no less than
The funeral
for his theological attainments.
which will bring together many distingughed
Catholic prelates of the oountry takeB place

Wednesday morning.

Mrs. Clara M. Bisbee was ordained pastor of
the Free church in Dorchester yesterday. Prof
Everett preached the sermon.

Protest from the Utah Assembly.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 25.—The legislature
yesterday adopted a memorial to Congress the
opening paragraph of which is as follows:
We your memorialists of the legislative assembly
of the Territory of Utah, respectfully respreseut
A

that in consequence of baseless rumors and monstrous exaggeration the people whom wo represent
have been placed in jeopardy and are now threatof local self-govened with deprivation of the
ernment. Persons whose aim is to gain control of
this now wealthy and prosperous Territory and
in arousing
manipulate its finances have succeededthe
anger of
the ire of the clergy and through them
of
the citizens
a
many people against large majority
of Utah and this pressure has been brought to bear
its effects
upon your honorable body which shows
in the proposed measures containing provisions utthe
fundamental
with
principles
terly at variance
of Republican government and which while ostensiof but a small
bly aimed at the marriage relations into
effect, deportion of the poop e will, if carried
of
vested
whole
rights secured
Territory
prive the
the organization act and constitution of
to it

right

by

United State
The memorial tlir-n denies at great length
every thing ever charged against the Mormons
and accuses representatives of the federal government in Utah of every species of wrong-do-

the

Rumor that Mr. Gladstone Intends

HUNDRED

ONE

AND
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from

A Manifesto

the Reformed Latter

Day Saints.
Dennisport, Mass., Feb. 2(i.—Tne district
conference of Latter Day Saints held here today, adopted the following:
Whereas, there is at the present time a general agitation throughout the country concerning polvgamy as talked and practiced in the
Territory by the so-called Mormon church in
a
as
we
whereas
and
people
Utah
bearing the name of Latter Day Saints
interested
,ik
having
are
intensely
this agitation continued for, for w$6felieve will
become enlightened upon the subject as they
should be anu properly discriminate between
us, the church of Christ of Latter Day Saints
proper, and that the pseudo apostle and law,
and
in
institution
Utah;
defying
we hail with joy the
upspringfurther
their
in
.American
of
the
people
ing
dignity to maintain and execute their
even if enshrined in th e
aws against crime,
garb of relgion, which is simply a subterfuge
for that corrupt hierarchy in Utah, and we endorse the sentiment that polygamy and kindred evils shall no longer be a formal blot on
its twin
any e9eutcheoog>but consigned with
sitter, slavery's relic of barbarism for ever to
oblivion; therefore be it
Resolved, That the Reorganized Church of
Christ of Latter Day Saints in district confer-

of MaSsachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, do
hereby vote that we are in sympathy with the
present movement to extinguish polygamy
from the land, and hope the general government will not cease their efforts until this shall
be accomplished.
accnmhlrxri
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COLLEGE

ATHLETICS.

New Regulations Adopted at the Meeting
In New York.
New York, Feb. 25.—The annual convention of the (Intercollegiate Athletic Association met in a parlor of the Fifth Avenue Hotel
this afternoon. The colleges and universities

represented were Amherst, Columbia, Harvard
Lehigh, Lafayette, Princeton, Rutgers, Yale,

Last year’s proCornell and Pennsylvania.
gramme of athletic events was read and adopted for this year, with the exception of the
standing high leap. There was opposition, too
to the mile walk, but it was voted down. It
was determined that, unless they sent representatives to this year’s field meeting, the following colleges should be dropped from the association: College of the City of New York,
Amherst, Bowdoin, Cornell, Hamilton, Trinity, Union, Wesleyan and Williams. The constitution was amended bo as to provide for the
dropping in future of oolleges sondirg no representatives for three years. A proposition to
institute intercollegiate contests with the English colleges was voted down as premature, inasmuch as the English amateur records |are so
far ahead of those here. A medal was voted
to be given hereafter to any competitor who
shall in any intercollegiate contest lower the
best collegiate record. A design was adopted
for a gold championship medal to be contended
for each year. The field games this year will
be held at the polo grounds on May 27.

At 1 o'clock the

scoie

Miles.

Vint.
Scott..

Hughes.

Noremac...
Panchot.

Fitzgerald

Hart.

8
7
8
8
8
8
8
7
8
8

Insurgents Defeated by Austrian

London, Fob. 25.—The House of Commons
went into committee of supply at 6 o’clock last
evening, when the Irish members seized the
opportunity to attack Mr. Forster’s administration of the coercion act on a discussion of the
vote for the Irish constabulary, which was ultimately carried by a vote of 183 to 18. The
sitting vas prolonged until 3.20 o’clock this

Investigating the Vienna Theatre Fire.
Vienna, Feb. 25.—Copies of an indictment
covering twenty-six folios, have been handed
to eight persons charged with contributing by
their negligence to the recent fire at the Ring
Theatre. Two hundred and twenty-six witThe trial
nesses have been summoned.
commence on the 2d of May. Among the
cused are Herr Newel, ex-burgomaster of

ac-

Vienna, Herr Janner, manager of the Ring
Theatre, and Herr Landsteiner, chief commissary of the police.
Insurgent Band Defeated by the Austrians.
Vienna, Feb. 20.—It is officially announced
that an Austriau column encountered 1000 insurgents at Kristac Thursday and after nine
hours fighting defeated them. The insurgents
carried off a large number of dead. Two Austrians were killed and six wounded.
Precautions to Prevent a Repetition of
Gen. Skobeloff's Performance.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 25.—The Herald says
precautions have been taken to prevent henceforth high Russian public servants from taking
the public liberty of discussing matters of state
policy on their own account. It is hoped that
this authoritative announcement will induce
the foreign press and especially the press of a
neighboring empire, to ceaso using hostile and
offensive lauguage toward Russia.
The Nihilists Trials at St. Petersburg.
8t. Petersburg, Feb. 20.—In the Nihilist
Trial Thursday Metjanoff, charged with throwing the fourth bomb at the late Emperor,
proved by witnesses that he was at home on
the 13th of March until 5 o'clock in the afternoon and was informed of the assassination by
occupants of his bouse. The case for the prisoners was concluded at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, when the reading of documents connected with the charge was proceeded with by the
desire of the prisoners and concluded. M.
proseuuwuu

Hobbs, Brockman & Co.’s flint glass works
in Wheeling was burned Friday. Loss $40,000.
A train on the Richmond & Alleghany railroad ran into a land slide at Buchanan Friday
night and was thrown down an embankment
into the liver. David McMinn, paymaster’s
clerk, was killed and several others more or
less hurt.
A largo warehouse in St. Louis, occupied by
Krafft, Holmes & Co., grocers, fell Saturday.
Damage to building, $15,000 or $20,000. Loss
stock, $10,000.

Six inmates of a Providence house of illfame were poisoned Saturday by arsenic put
into the coffee by the housekeeper, Dera Avery, who has escaped.
The annual convention of the Inter-Collegiate Athletic Association has voted down a
proposition to arrange contests with English
colleges. W. C. Osborne was elected President.
A day of thanksgiving has been ordered by
Grand Sire Glenn, of the Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, to be observed April 26th in
honor of the 63d anniversary of the order,
William Leet,~aged 12, employed in Qrable
& Co.’s needlo factory at Newark, N. J., was
passing a coil of wire through the rollers Saturday morning when the wire broke and coiled
around him, cutting him in two, killing him

Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Commission Merchants in Chicago Dreised
&

Co.,
Beef, Franklin

Wharf:

@9% Hinds. 2 S1!,,
Rattles. 6%@ 7%
@8
@8% Rounds. 7%ffl 8%
Rumps.11 @13% Loins.12 @16%
@1“
Rump Loins.11
Sides. 8

Fores.7
Backs.7

uu

The Egyptian Cabinet Quarreling.
Paris, Feb. 26.—According to intelligence
from Cairo there have been altercations in the
Egyptian Cabinet between Arabi Bey, Minister of War, and Mahmoud Bahroudi, President of the Council.
Herzegovinan Refugees Starving.
Cettinje, Feb. 26.—Several thousand refugees from Herzegovina, becoming desperate in
consequence of the severe weather, penetrated
through the cordon of Montenegrin troops and
are now in a state of indescribable misery. The
Montenegrin Senate is disonssing relief measFunds of a Russian committee
ures for them.
are being employed for their relief.
150 Fersons Killed by a Coal Mine Ex-

plosion.

Foreign Notes,

>

The Secretary of the Blackburn Cotton
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Spin-

Vl 1 oVl ill.

eludes Blackburn, Accrington, Darwin, Hasliugden and several smaller towns, has received twenty-nine replies to the circular proposing short time. Of these twenty-three are
favorable to the movement.
L. Steiner & Co., whose failure was announced Friday, hold silk valued at £232,000,
but against nearly all of this there are fully secured bills. Their suspension, is due to the
collapse on the Lyons Bourse,which has caused
internaa general restriction of credit in the
tional silk market.
A despatch from St. Petersburg to the London Daily Telegraph says the authorities have
devised a contrivance by which, in the event
of any disturbance arising among the accused
at their trial each of them can be immediately
isolated by the elevation of a box-like partition.
_

FINANCES.

DOMINION

Benefits of Protection in Uanada.

Ottawa, Feb. 25.—Sir S. L. Tilley, Minister of Finance, in bringing down the budget
said that at no period in the history of the
country had Government met Parliament with

the finances in as good a condition credit so
high and the people more prosperous, and he
claimed that this state of affairs was greatly
dependent on the protective policy of the govThe revenue year by year had been
ernment.
increasing until from having a deficiency of
in
1879, the Treasury had a surplus of
$200,000
over $400,000 for the twelve menths ending
last July.
_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The official atmy register for January, 1882,
was issued
Saturday from the Adjutant General’s office. It is a volume of 398 pages and
contains, in addition to other useful information, the history of every officer in the service.
Gen. Sherman regards it as the best and most
law

was

rigidly

enforced

in

Brooklyn yesterday.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gensley, who claimed that a
wealthy furniture dealer named Henry Herheld in New York
man was her husband, was
Saturday for perjury.
Hon. Robert H. Pruyne, minister to Japan
under President Lincoln, died suddenly in Al-

bany yesterday.
An earthquake shock was
Bay, Quebec, Saturday night.

felt

at

Murray

Portland Dally Wholesale market.
Portland, Feb. 26.
There is no change to note in Flour, but the mark
remain
et is quiet and unsettled. Corn and Oats
the same. Sugars are strong with an upward tendency. Fggs are firm and higher at 27@28c. Apples are in fair demand and higher.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour.
Grain, Froylsions. He.
Flour.

ftitraSpring..6 2506
Spnug_7 0007

60
60

2500

OJ

Spring
Patent
Wheat*.... 8
winii'aan Winboat.... 7

00*7 25

gSraia.
H. M. old Corn,
oar lots

New Corn,
car lots,
Oats,
iSaokedBran

75076
73074
63

Mids..

00@2400

27 00

Seed,car lot 80 00
bag lots 34 00
Michigan. ...6 7607 00
78
Corn,bag lots..
St. Louis Win76
60
...7
fair
Meal,
2607
Cor
6®
Winter good. 7 60.6,7 75 Oats,
20 00
Winter test. 8 000 8 26 Bran, 11
23 00
Produce*
Midi,
1 30
601
Bye,
Sweet polatoes6 2605
Proriaioun.
16018
Turkeys..
f’ommon

Feb. 26.
The following quotation- of Grain were receired
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Joulau,
167 Commercial street:
Chicago.-Wheat-• -—Corn-• Oats—
May. Mar.
Mar.
April. May.
Time. Mar.
61% 40%
9.41..
126% 126
40%
503/s
81%
124-1/8
10.32. .124% 126%
66% 62Vs 40%
11.30.. 124V* 126 V* 124%
40%
126%
62%
66%
12.30.. 124% 126%
62% 40%
1.06.124% 126% 126% 67
PORTLAND

KeceipM *f lTEaiu« Central*
Portland, Feb. 24.
For Portland, ears 28 miscellaneous merchandise,
ior connecting roads 88 cars miscellaneous tmerchandise.
Dry

Wholesale market.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
The

Cotton

..

..

MAlMNU OAYftOF

HTEAUfiHlPN.

in. 7%ffl 8%
36 in. 6%@ 7%
6
36 in. 6
40 in. 7%@ 9

Heavy 36
Med.

Light
Fine

if

Fine
Fine
Fine
Fine

...

Baltic.NewYork.. Liverpool.... Mch
Cimbria.New York..Hamburg....Mch
Nova

Scotian.Boston.Liverpool....Mch

Prussian.Boston.Glasgow.Mch

Havana.Mch
City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool....Mch
Helveti t.•.. .New York.. Liverpool... Mch

Saratoga.NewYork

Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Mch
York.. Liverpool.... Mch
York.. Ixmdon.Mch
York..Liverpool).. .Mch
Mch
York.. Hamburg
York. .Liverpool ...Mch
York..Panama.Mch
Accapulco.New
Scythia.New York..Liverpool.. .Mch
Amerique.New York..Havre.Mch
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Mch

Parthia.New
California.New
City of Paris.New
Silesia.New
Germanic.New

Sarinatlan.Boston.Liverpool—

Best.16
Medium... 11
Light. 8

27.
7.13

7-4.14® 17

8-4.18@22
9-4.22@26
10-4....27%@32%

marinITnews.

Fine 6-4.16
@20
Best 36 In. .11%@13
Fine7-4.19
@23
Med.36 in.. 8 (all
8-4.21
Fine
6
@26
Jght36in..
@ 7%
Fine 42 in. .10
@14 Fine 9-4.26 @30
Fine
10-4.
...11
...27%@32%
Fine 6-4.
@17

Tickings,

...

2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
9
9
11
10
11
16
16
22

Polynesian.Portland....Liverpool....Mch
Mch 30

blbacked cottons.

TICKINGS, BTC.
Drills.
8@ 9
Corset Jeans..,. 7q> 8
@18
Satteens. 8@ 9%
@14
@10 Cambrics. 6@ 6%

Denims.12%@16% Silesias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7@16
Dnoks-Brown 9
@12
Fancy 12%@16% Twine & Warps 18@28%
Good.

8%ll<

%

PORT OF

3.25

PORTLAND.

""'SATURDAY,

Feb.

25.

Arrived.
Sch Contest, Bickford, Boston.
Sch Edith, Nash, Eastport fof Cape Ann,
Cleared.
Sch Freeman, Torrey, Tremont—N Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, Port Clyde—N Blake.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton. Boothbay—D Cboat.
Sch Arrival, Farnham, Boothbay.
SUNDAY. Feb. 26.
Arrived.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse
Henry B^ox.
Steamship Franconia, Mangum, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Brig John T Ives, (Br) McKenzie, Boston, to load
for Cuba. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch E L Higgins, from Calais for Boston.
to

Daily Domestic Receipts*
By wat9r conveyance—1000 bosh Gornmeal to G
W. Tine A Go.
Stock market.

following quotations of stocks are received
corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange strep s:
Opening. Closing.
7%
Boston|Land....,. 7%
6Va
6%
WaterPower.

UCjLiV T» —OVU AUCt

The

and

Flint & Pere

Marquette commons*

22

22
103

0. S. &Clev.7s.103

68%
35%

Hartford A Erie 7s. 63%
A. T. &S.F. 86
Boston & Maine.’146
Eastern. 38%
Flint & Pere Marquettefpreferred. 95
L. R. & Ft. Smith. 66%
Marquette, Houghton & Ont. 62

146

33%
95

56%
62
12

Summit Branch.12

62%
70%
33%
Common. 33%
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Feb. 25.]
Portland. Sacoj& Portsmouth R.R.114%
Bates Manufacturing Co.230
Androscoggin Mills.134%
Hill Manufacturing |Co.—
.104%@104%
Laconia Manufacturing Co. 601
Milton
.10c
Denver & Rio Grande.[63%
Northern Pacific preferred....... 70%

...

Twin Lead..

11

Deer Isle Mining Company. 20c
Sullivan Mining Co.. 1%
New York Slock and

money market.

(By Telegraph.)
New York, Feb. 26.—The unfavorable nature of
the bank statement (the banks being now $1,433,076 under) bad no perceptible influence on the
The latter being too
money or stock markets.
strong to be checked in its movement. Money closed
at 2(a^3 per cent, on call.
Sterling ^Exchange—wa quote bankers asking
rates,60 days bills, 4.86% per per £ (of $4.8665
par value), and on demand 4.89%, against 4.84%
one week ago. Commercial bills 4.83 %@
83% gold.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of

£4.89%

Government tsecurities:

United States 6s, ex ..100%
United State#i6’s ext. ...».102
113%
United States new, 4% s, reg.
United States new, 4%’s coup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.118
United States new, 4’s, coup.118
Pacific 6’s of 96.....126
The t olio wing are the closing quotations of stocks
Chicago & Alton.'... 129%
135
Chicago & Alton preferred....
130%
CJB. Quincy.
37%
Erie..:
Erie preferred. 76%
Illinois Central.
133%
Lake Shore.112%
Michigan Central. 82%
New Jersey Central. 92%
Northwestern.131%
..141
Northwestern preferred.
New York Central.131%
Rock Island.
,131%
Milwaukee & St. Paul.108Vs
120%
St. Paul preferred.
Union Pacific stock. 114%
Western Union Tel. Co.
78%
...

....

X11UO0,

U4

Shipduilding—Capt Crockett, of schr T Benestock taken up by
for a three-masted
schr of 260 tons, to cost about $16,000. She is to
be built by Messrs Hutchins & Stubbs, of Yar-

mouth.
Two barques and three schooners are under contract to be bnilt at Yarmouth this season, and three
barques and two three masted schooners are under
way at East Deering.
Chas Short, of Calais, is preparing to build a large
centre-board schr for the Mexican trade, to be owned at St John, NB.

[from merchants’ exchange.!
Breakwater 26th, sch Jennie A
Stubbs, Stubbs, Cape Hayti.
Ar at Zanzibar Feb 13th, barque Albert Russell,
Curt s, New York for Aleppy, to sail in 10 days.
Ar at Delaware

DOMESTIC POBTW.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 24th, ships Two Brothers,
Hayden, Queenstown; B P Cheney, Humphreys,
Antwerp.
ASTORIA. O—Ar 15th inst, ship Reporter, Ward,
New York for Portland, O.
PUGET SOUND—In Straits of Fuca 22d. ship
Annie H Smith, Bartlett, from Philadelphia for
Tacoma.

APALAHICOLA—Ar 20th, sch Charles F Heyer,
Poland, Pensacola.

Wiley, Gilchrist,

for New

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 20th, sch Jos P Machecca,
Clark. Utilla.
PEDRO KEYS—Sid 13th, sch Wm Deming, Hodgkins, Charleston.
MOBILE—A r 24th, schs Navarino, Foss, and L R
Storer, Bond, Boston.
PENSACOLA—Cld 31st, barque Geneva. Haskell,
Sagua; Edw Cushing, Bickmore, New York.
BRUNSWICK—In port 21st, schs Julia S Bailey,
Marson, for Portland; E A Hayes, Smith, for New
York
SAVANNAH-Ar

24th, sch John S Case, Colcord,

Cape Hayti.

DARTEN—Cld 23d. M A Wiley, Wiley, Bath.
ST SIMON’S MILLS—Ar 20th, sch E A Hayes,

Smith. Charleston.
BUCKSVILLE Sid 22d, sch Hattie McG Back,
Woodbury, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Ar 21st, sch Charles E Kelley,
Chase Havana.
Cld 22d, sch Georgie Clark,
Sid 24th, sch Fred A Carle,

Bartlett,

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Twenty-Third Annual Statement, January
1st, 1882.
INCOME.
For Premiums.. ..$2,179,662.36
For Interest. 1,194.070.9,
Total. ..9

York.
Condon, Boothbay.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 21st, sch A B Perry,
Look, Fernandina.
Cld 22d, brig Nellie Husted, Robertson, (from
Miragoane) for New York, and sailed.
RICHMOND—Sid 23d, sch Grace Andrews, An-

Endow-

Matured

575,060.41

ments

and
Surrendered
Ixapeed Policies... 110,908.26
Dividends tc Policy

Taxes, salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,
expressage and all
other expenses.... 620,270.88
Total...
ASSETS.

stock In warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 36,400
boxes, 4900 bags and 79,300 hhds; receipts for the
week 9u0J boxes, 11,400 bags and 18,< 00 hhds;
shipments 275 boxes. 6,600 bags and 13,000 hhds,
including 10,700 hhds to the United States.
Freights firm at previous quotations; tonnage is
abundant.
Spanish gold 1.71.
Exchange flat; on United States 60 days gold at 6
@6% prem;short sight do at 7%@7% prem.

chickens.

Fowl

Evrs"

...
....
...

12014

loan

27(i28

3 0003 25
SSSiaW bbl.
I)1 bbl
(irnberrie*.

Maine 9 00010 00

CapeCod,12 00016

00

Sugar.

Granulated..
Extra

C.
Pruil

Mess Beef.. 11
Ex Mess.. 12
Plato.13
Ex Plate..l3
Pork—

00011

60

26012 60

00013 60
75014

00

Baoks.. ..21 60022 00
Clear.20 6002100
Mess.18 60019 00

9% Hams.....11J+0J2
9% Bonml Hogs.... 9%@10
IaUI'U.

Mn8C’tlHai8in8270@3G0 Tub, $> a>....liy8@12
London LayersS 1003 16 Tieroos, tb p.l 1% ^11Vs
Pail. 12 ,**13 A
Valencia” 10%@ 11

Purkisb Prunes. 7%@8e
French Prunes.12%® 14
tsranqes

Beau*.

Pea..§
Mediums.3 b6®3

i6
25

Yellow Eyes. .3 1003
Palermos*>bx-2 2603 00
Mutter.
t>box.3 2o®3 60
Valencia*!cased 0007 00,Creamery.33@35

Jamaica *>100..

2

60 (Ult

EdgeVermont33|36
240J4B

Choice
Lemons.
MB1<1na .8 6004 00 Good.
Palermos.8 5004 00

LJfiua.2 7603 00

20(*22

(store.1«@17
Cheese.

Maine.12%@14%
jfutsVermont-12Va014%
26 N Y Factory. 12%g 14%
Wiliuington.l 7602 26
Skims.
7%@ B
Virginia...-2 0002

Peanuts_

ITIARRIACiKS.

In this city, Feb. 21, at the Calhedral of the Immaculate Conception, by Rev. Fathers Linnehan
and O’Dowd, John J.Emeleyand Miss Mary Ann
Brown, both of Portland.
lu Gorham, Fvb. 18. by Rev. J. A. Corey, Joseph
Prescott and Miss Versilda H. Smith, both of Staudish.
In Standish, Feb. 23, by Rev. J. A. Corey, Chas.
li. Murch and Miss Mary E. Marean, both of Standish.
In Dexter, Feb. 16, John B. York of Brunswick
and Miss Lucy F. Coombs of Topsh&m.
In Soarsport, Feb. 11, Merritt Hunter of Clinton
and Mrs. Jennie Carver of Searsport.
In Thomaston, Jan. 28, Wm. H. Snow and Mrs.
Julia B. Howard.
in Vinalhaven, Feb..7, W. Frank Pierce and Jennie Wasgatt.

^8^

Loans on bonds
& morlgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes..
1,620,074.46
Real estate.
1,720,219.30
U, S. and other

bonds, (market
value).

Cash on hand and
in bank.
Accrued interest
and rent.

2,486,491.66
1,364,422.97

295,964.01
288,468.53
Total..18,839,438.66

All other assets.,

LIABILITIES.

Reserve,

actua-

ries, 4 per ct.. .$16,553,068.09
All other liabili-

283,779.35

ties.

Total..!- 13,836,847.33

I per cettt.
Reserve.

Nurplun Over

3,093,611.61

Organi-

Financial Record from
zation to

January

1st, 1882.

Received for premiums..#39,621,7 S3.47
Paid

lor

death

losses.$9,628,649.65

endowments...
Paid for surrend-

ered and lapsed

policies.

3,318,815,64
6,811,479.76

Paid for dividends 8,620,039.28

Total.$27,278,894.24
18,869,468.96

Add pres, assets

S46,138,353.20
Amount paid policy holders and
invested for them.

46,1 .'IS ,.131.70
Received for premiums.30,031,7813.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to policy
holders and invested assets, give
interest gain
of..

over

all expenses

0,300,307.73

v

INTEREST KECEIPTSSINCE 1873 HAVE PAID
DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were $300,000 more
than for 1880.
There was an increase of over $600,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,536,867 insurance. The
new insurance amounted to $15,038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of premi unis.
In 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.
ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS.
The $3,318,815 matured endowments
members have given insurance and paid
of 41/2 per cent, compound interest on
invested. For insurance apply to

paid living
average
the money

an

STATE AOT., AUBURN.

McLELLAN,

LEWIS

60BBAM.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C.

PRATT,

PORTLAND
LOCAL

AGENTS,

OFFICE:

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

febl7

ALEXANDRIA—Sid 22d, sch S M Btrd, Bird, for

eodtf

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Havana.

BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, sch Abbic Dunn, Fountain, Brunswick.
Cld 24th, brig Gipsy Queen. Chandler. Cardenas,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d. schs ( alvin F Baker,
Bidale. North Boothbay; Providence, Selover, from
Kennebec.

Cld 24th, schs Joel Cook, Springer, for Portland;
Normandy, Adams, Boston; Hattie A White, Goog-

New York.
In port 16th,

brigs L F Munson, Smith; Mattie B
Russell, Atherton; Sarah & Emma, Munroe; F I
Merriman, Nickerson; and others.
Sid fm St John, NB, 24th, ship Gettysburg, Theobold, for Adelaide.
SPOKEN.

Feb 5,

no

lat, &c, sch Winner, (of Machias) Frye,
Cape Hayti,

from St Marks for

FINANCIAL

BANK STOCKS

TURNER BROS.
OFFER

TO-DAY,

Over 2000 Yds.

FRENCH MELANGE,
40 INCHES WIDE IN 11 SHADES.

AT 50 CTS.
These desirable goods are
all wool and of superior quality.
488 and 490

CONGRESS STREET.

We

have constantly on hand the
best of MUNICIPAL and
Railway securities.

0. M. Paysou & Co.
39 Exchange Street.

Feblcodtf

Western Bonds
Information

Municipal

furnished regarding

Bond* of

ILLINOIS,

YOUR OLD
CLOTHES!

regarding litigation and sales. Also buyers and

sel-

same.

JOHN! E. ZEBLEY & CO.,
a Brand Ml., (Orexel tt'iilriiug,) New % ark.
»ugl5

“y

ror

n

Cleansed

Dyed

and Pressed

FreMiurn,

by Tailmr’a

m.wiwSm

at

a

trifling

and expressed C.O.D.

expense,

Ladies

FOSTER’S
Gentlemen

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE
13 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleaned every day at 10 cents per pair
eneodtf
jan23

CAUCUSES.
Wiadham.
at the Town House, on WEDNESDAY, March 1st,
at two o’clock p. m., to nominate candidates for
town officers lor the ensuing year.
Per order of Town Committee.

Windham, Feb. 16,1882.
Falmouth.
The lie publicans of Falmontb, are requested to
meet at tbe Town House, on THURSDAY, .March
2d, at four o’clock p. m., to nominate candidate for
town officers and choose a town committee.
Per order Town Committee.

Falmouth, Feb. 22,1882.
Wnthroek.
Tbe Republicans of Westbrook, are requested so
meet at Weston's Hall, Sacoarappa, on THUPaDAY, March 2nd, at 7 o’clock p. m., to nomi'aate
candidates for town officers tor the ensuing year.
Also, to choose Town Committee,
Per order Republican Town Comer.ittee.

Cure Your

Corns!

BY USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; is not a caurtio.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bnnlona and
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Callous,

CURB IS QUARANTBBD.^JBk
Price 25 cents.
For sale by nil Drnf gMsw
Try it and yon will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
A«h for Schlotterbeck’i Corn nnd Van
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
sKutf

FINANCIAL.

J. B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,
218 Middle

Portland, Me.

St.,

DEPOMTSRErBIVBD.

Bills of Exchange on Great Britain,.
and all the continental cities,,
bought and sold.

Ireland

Travelers and Commercial Credits issued, avnflbble in all parts of tbe World.
Collections made in tbe United States, Canada
and Europe.
Telegraphic transfers
Country and Europe.

of money, made

Watches Sold

on

At McKenney’s Sew

No. 547

In] this

jau2 eodtf

MIS-

SOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

lers of

sndtf

fet>17

W anted.

Markets?

hurspeac
By Telegraph.)
London, Feb. 26'.—American securities—United
States bonds, 4%s, 115%.
LiVKRPOOL.Feb. 25—12.30P. M.—Cotton market
hardening; Uplands at 6%d;Orleans 6 ll-16a;sales
10.000 bales, speculation and export 600; futures
steady..

1,891>5I85»90

■

•*

.,

768,610.86

Holders.

Total.$2,271,016 02

drews l^ew York.

..

favoring sellers and closed rather excited with
speculative demand; Molasses Sugar regular to good
polarization 6% ft6 reals gold per arrobe; Muscovado common to fair at 6%i§j7 reals; Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 96 deg. iix boxes and hhds at 8% 8% ;

3,374,133.33

disbursement*.
Death Losses.#816,436.50

New

In port, ship Martha Bowker, for Portland, to load
*for South America.
mining; Stock*.
NEWCASTLE—Ar 23d, brig Carrie Bertha, from
(By Telegraph.)
Philadelphia for Matanzas.
8ah Francisco. Feb. 25—The following aretbe
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, schs Chas E Gibson, Em/.I >tiin r.nr>t.at.ir>na nf Mininu ■tni'Va
av•
ery, Apalachicola; William Mason, French. Kennebec; Speedwell, Nickerson, Rockland; Abbie S EmBest & Belcher...
5%
ery, Emery, Fall River; Mary Helen, Crocker, from
Bodie.
33/8
1
Con. Virginia.'..
Ponce;. Wm Thomas, Wooster, and Prudence, Fickett. Providence; Gertrude E Smith,-.
13
Eureka
...,..
Cld 24th, barque Josie Mildred, Ginn, Cardenas;
3
Could & Curry.
Hale & Norcroes.
1%
brig Lahaina, Crowley, Trinidad; sch Annie L McKeen, Paterson, Jacksonville.
Mexican... 9%
Sid 24th, barque Evie J Ray, for Batavia.
Northern B*Ue.
9%
Passed the Gate 24th, barque Annie Lewis, from
3%
Ophir....
New York for Boston; sch A O Gross, do for do.
1%
.~.
Savage
PROVIDENCE—Ar 24th. schs Maggie Cummings,
Sierra Nevada. 6%
Union Con.-.*10,
March, and J M Morales, Jordan, New York.
BRISTOL—Sid 25th, sch Douglas Haynes, DunFellow Jacket... 1
ton, Jersey City.
NEWPORT—Ar 24th, sch Senator, Bonsey, Fall
domestic markets.
River for New York, (and proceeded.)
(B* Telegraph.)
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 23d, sch Am Chief, Snow,
New FORK.Feb. 26.—Cotton closed firmer 1111Hvannis for New York.
16c for middling uplands and 1115-16c for mid
ViNEYARO-HAVEN—A r 23d, barque Charles R
dling Orleans.
Lewis,
McCarty, Iquique for Boston; brig Amy A
Flour—closed quiet but steady; No 2 at 2 80@
Lane, Carver, Pernambuco for do; Jennie Phinney,
3 86;Superfine Western and State 3 90@4 60: City
from Hoboken for Portland; scbs John Bird,
Noyes,
Mills extra lor the West Indies at 6 56@6 75: for
Smith, Cienfuegos for Boston; Chas E Moody, Cates,
South America 6 75@7 20; low extras 4 6o@5 20;
Gonaives for do; Emma F Hart, Davis, St Simon’s
Winter Wheats 4 9CK®7 40: fancy do 7 50@8 00;
Island for do; Hattie L Newman, Dorr, and Emma
Winter Wheat patents at 7 00@8 70; Minnesota
Crosby, Hoboken for do; Teaser, Wallace,
Crosby,
patents 6 60@S 76; sales for week 77,000 bbls.
New York for Portland; Warren B Potter, Benson,
wheat—market closed fairly active and firmer;
Wood’s Hole for do; Island City, Fanning, NYork
No 2 Red Winter on spot at 1 31%; February at
for Millbridge.
1 30%@1 31%; March at 1 31%@1 31%; sales at
KDGARTOWN— Ar 23d, scbs Winnie Lawry,
1 34% for April; 115%@118 seller year; No 2
Porto Rico for Boston; H S Boynton, Heal,
Spear,
ilwaukee
Chicago nominally at 1 24@1 26; No 2
for Rockport; Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy,
Amboy
at 1 33(5)1 84; sales for the week 603,000.
Galveston for do; Tennessee, Beal. New York for
Corn—closed more steady and firmer; No 2 on the
Rockland; Hattie Card, Moore, Philadelphia for
sflot 67%@68%c: February at 6 @67%; March at Boston; Carrie W, Whalen, New York for Booth67%@67%c; April at 68%@68%c; sales at 69%c bay.
May.
In port, schs A Hay ford, for Rockland; Laura E
Oats—closed firmer; No 1 White at 64c; No 2 do
Mos8er. for Boston; Ella, for Bath.
PIV2 ^61%c; No 3 do 60@60%c; No 1 Mixed at
BOSTON—Ar 24th, sehs Nellie May, Adger, and
60c; No 2 do at 49% c; No 3 do 48%c.
Nevada, Tracy, Eastport.
Pork—market closed steady and firmer; new mess
Cld 24th, barque Geo Treat, Pendleton, for Melon spot 17 62%@17 76; old do 16 76.
bourne; brig John T Ives, McKenzie, Portland.
Lard—closed firmer and higher; prime steam on
Ar 26tb, schs Mary Eliza, Bullock, Belfast; Benjspot 10 66; March at 10 62%@I0 67%; April at
amin, Wheeler, Pembroke.
10 80@10 86; sales at 10 92% for May: 10 92%@
GLOUCESTER-Ar 24th, scbs Royal Oak, Dawes,
10 97% June; 10 97%@11 00 July; city rendered
Eastport; Walter Franklin, Malloch, Boston for
10 62% a 10 66.
Calais; Zamora, St John, NB, for New York.
Tallow—quiet at 8%@83/a 0.
BATH—Sid 24th, schs W L Bradley. Smith, for
Butter—quiet and firm; fresh Creamery at 46@* Georgetown, and New York; E H Cornell, Colcord,
47%c.
Harmon’s Harbor, to load for Georgetown, SC.
Cheese dull; State 13@13%.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Chicago, Feb. 26.—Flour nominal. Wheat closed
higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 24@1 24% cash;
Ar at Sydney, NSW, 4th inst, barque Adelia Carl1 24% for Febrnary; 1 24% @1 24% for March;
ton, Grant, Boston.
1 263/a for April;1 26 for May; No 3 do 1 06@1 07;
Ar at Zanzibar Feb 13th, barque Albert Russell,
rejected 70@77. Corn is higher at 67@68%c for Curtis, New York.
cash; 67%c for February; 68c for March; 62%@
Sid fm Cape Coast Castle Jau 16, barque Norab,
62%cforMay; rejected at 67%@57%c. Oats are
Harris, Boston.
steady at 42%c for «ash; 40c for February; 40%c
Sid fm Pernambuco 20th inst, brig H T Wing.
March; 403,4c for April; 43%e for May; rejected at
Smail, New York.
40c. Rve is steady at 8*c.
Barley dull at 1 03@
Ar at Fray Bentos Dec 30, barque John E Chase,
1 03. Dressed Hogs are dull 7 60@7 60. Pork at
Huntley,
Montevideo, (and sld Jan 4 for Paysandu.)
16 90@I7 00 cash. 16 86 February 16 86@16 90
Sid fm Pedro Keys Feb 13tb, sch Wm Doming,
March: 17 12%@17 16 April; 17 36@17 37% for
Charleston.
Hodgins,
May. Lard advanced 10 46 for cash, February and
Ar at Port Antonio, Ja, Feb 11, sch Anna D MerMarch; 10 25 for April; 10 77% 10 80 for May.
ritt,
Kelley,
Philadelphia.
Bulk Meats in good demand; shoulders 6 35; short
At Cienfuegos 23d, barque Hancock, Richardson,
ribs 9 30. short clear at 9 30.
to load for Boston.
for
Aspinwall.
Receipts—12,000 bbli flour, 8,000 bush wheat,
At Cienfuegos Feb lb, brigs Hattie, Lumen, rrom
48,COO bush corn, 32,000 bush outs, 3,000 bush
Boston;
Brown, from New York.
Woodbury,
rye, 13,000 bosh barley.
At Cardenas Feb 17, barques Daring, Stover, for
Shipments-11,000 bbla flour, 6,000 bush wheat, Delaware Breakwater
; Miranda, Corbett, ior New
7,000 bush corn, 20,000 bush oats, 3000 bush York; Bonny Doon, Cole, for do; Endeavor, Whitrye, 6.000 bush barley.
tier, unc; brigs Mary T Kimball, Sanborn, for North
St. Louis, Feb. 26.—Flour dull and unchanged.
of Hatteras; David Bugbee, Stowers, for Delaware
Wheat opened higher, declined and closed weak;
Breakwater; Shannon. Sawyer, unc; schs Orrie V
Drisko, for Delaware Breakwater; George K Hatch,
ry; 1 39% bid March; 1 23 for April:1 24 for May;
Murphy, for New York; schs Earl H Potter, Keen,
No 3 do 1 22%; No 4 do 112% asked. Corn highand James R Talbot, Crocker, for Hampton Roads;
er 67c for cash and March; 60c for April 61 %c tor
Elva E Pettingill.York, for Boston; Maggie Dalling,
May. Oats better at 41 %c cash; 42c bid for April;
Dalliug, for New York; Alzena, Coffin, for Boston;
43%c bid for May. Pork higher for 17 26 March;
Emerson Rokes. Marston; Mabel F Staples, Dixon,
17 36 bid April. Lard higher 10 46.
and Grace Bradley, Hupper, unc.
rteceipts—0,000 bbis nuu;, 00,000 bush whea
At Matanzas Feb 17, barques Ormus. Shackford;
20.000 bush com, 10,000 bush oats, 000,COo bustChasFobes. Buckman, and Lizzie, Devereux, disg;
rye. 2,000 bush barley.
J S Winslow, Morton, wtg; Robinson Crusoe, RobinShipments-3,000 bDls flour, 3,900 bush wheat, son, for Boston; Belle Wooster, Higgins, for North
30.000 bush corn, 30,000 bush oats, 00,000 bus* of Hatteras; Etta Whitmore. Wright, fordo; MerBarley. 0,000 bush rye.
riwa, Downes, for Baltimore; C S Packard, Harknees disg; schs Labaina, Hough ton; Jas M Riley,
Detroit, Feb. 26—Wheat is dull and unchange 1;
Robertson, and Daisy E Parkhurst, Hooper, for
No 1 White spot and March at 1 23% ;April 1 26%;
North of Hatteras; A H Waite, Dodge, disg
May at 1 25% bid.
Sid fm Sagua Feb 15, barque Esther. Benjamin,
Receipts 6,000; shipments 1,000 bush.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. Feb. 25.—Sugar market opened steady,

»IN.

JIILW^UKEE,

C'alilorcia

Havana Market.

*

Paid for matured

ItUVBUUIU.

dict, lias succeeded in getting the
parties in Portland ana Deering.

Sid 20th, sch Almeda
Haven.

sokthwFsters

FOR

Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool....Feb 28
Colon..New York..Aspinwall...Mch 1
Servia.New York..Liverpool_Mch 1
Liverpool... Mch 2
Brooklyn.Portland
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool....Mch 2

MINI AT CliK ALMANAC.... FEBRUARY
Sunrises.. ....6.40 I High water, (A m).,
8nn Sfttp. 6 45 I Moon sets..

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

•'

London. Feb. 26 —A despatch to the Stanard from Vienna reports that by an explosion
in a coal mine at Leobe in Styria 150 persons
have been killed so far as ascertainable.
An Informer Shot Dead in Dublin.
Dublin, Feb. 25.—A man named Bailey,who
gave information which led to the recent discovery of a Fenian armory, was found shot
dead in the street in this city.
Turkey Preparing to Mobilize Her Army.
London, Feb 26.—The Standard’s correspondent at Constantinople says that the mobilization of 150,000 troops is projected in view of
probable complications in Bnlgeria, which may
necessitate the acceptation of the Balkans.
Australian News.
Melbourne, Jan. 26.—The good harvest returns will result in a large export of grain
from England.
Sydney, Jan. 26.—British man-of-war Wolvenine was transferred on the 16th inst. to the
government of New South Wales as a gift
Lord Loftus
from the British government.
accepted the vessel formally handing her over
The transfer was
to the executive council.
made by Admiral Wilson, who before departing homeward was tendered a banquet.
The Lords’ Inquiry into the LandJAct.
London, Feb. 26.—Lord Cairns lias been apto inquire
pointed chairman of the committee
into the working of the land act in place of the
Duke of Somerset who is unwell.
Mr. Gladstone has invited his (supporters to
meet at his residence to-day to obtain an opinion on ithe course to be pursued in regard to
the House of Lords of inquiry.
Rumor That Gladstone Will Resign.
London, Feb, 25.—The Telegraph publishes
the following prominently:
The belief prevailed in political circles yesteiday evening that owing to the action in the
House of Lords concerning the investigation of
the land act operation and consequent difficulty
of continuing the government in Ireland
Gladstone bas determined to resign.

INSURANCE

DEATHS
In this city, Feb. 25, Belle Florence, infant daugli
ter of Richard B. and Celia A, Lowell, aged 11
months 8 days.
[Funeral service this afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 64 Montreal street.
In Ferry Village* (Cape Elizabeth) Feb, 22, the
infant daughter of 4.J. and M. S. Robinson, aged
12 days.
In Warren, Feb. 25, Mamie S.« youngest daughter of Lawrence C. and Abba II. Mathews, formerly
of Portland, aged 14 years 8 months.
In Cumberland, Feb. 24, Frederick W., infant
child of Geo. W. Johnson, aged 6 weeks.
In Bath, Feb. 24, Margaret D., wife of David
Crooker, aged 61 years 11 months.
In Topsham, Feb. 17, Jordan W. Strout, aged
67 years.
In Topsham, Feb. 19. Miss Nellie Ridley, aged
29 years.
In Gardiner, Feb. 18, Mrs. Sarah H., wijc of Jos.
Dili, aged 68 years 5 months.
In Boston,'Feb. 19. of apoplexy, Mordaunt M.
Randall, aged 40 years 8 months.
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Aiken, Enroy & Co.’s wood and willow ware
establishment in Baltimore was burned Friday
night. Loss $21,000.
The Bloomington Hour mills in Fort Wayne,
Ind., were burned Friday. Loss $25,000.

Jacksons..
The above prices are for car lots or Potatoes; small
ots about 6c higher._

morning.

3

2

60

drain Market.

2

Buried Beneath 40 Tons of Snow.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 26.—The family
swept off in the Big Cottonwood snow slide
have been recovered under 40 tons of snow.
They were not frozen but lying naturally in
bed, husbane, wife and infant in one bed, two
boys and two girls, the eldest 11 years old, in
another, smothered instantly in sleep.

on

Trooj^

Egypt.

2

@1 WJ
@1 JEJ
@100

••••

2
4

Laps.

Honlton.
Maine Central.
Grand Trunk.
Proliflcs. Eastern.••••

GrandTrunk...@9ft

George Hendrick, is under arrest at the police headquarters in New York on suspicion of
having defaced the Andre monument.
James Kose, of schooner John Bird, Capt. J.
L. Smith, from Cienfuegos, was arrested in
Boston yesterday charged with stabbing a shipmate, named George G. Dickson, from the effects of which the latter now lies in a dangerous condition,
The military element reigns supreme in

stood:

Howell.
Sullivan.
Hazae).

LIVES

FIFTY

LOST IN A GOAL MINE.

The excise
Another Six Days Go-as-You-Please.
New York, Feb. 26.—Ten thousand persons,
including many ladies, were present at Madison
Square Garden tonight to witness the
start in the Bix days go-as-you-please match,'
The contestants are Rowell, Sullivan, Hazael,
Vint. Scott, Hughes, Norcmac, Ranchot, FitzThe latter, against whose
gerald and Hart.
admission to the contest Hughes stubbornly objected for a long time, was finally allowed to
enter on Hughes withdrawing his objection.!
At 12 o’clock the word waB given to go.
Hughes took the load at first lap followed by
Noremac, Hart, Rowell, Scott, Vint, Fitzerald, Hazael, Pauchot and Sullivan in the order

“

Early Rose. V bush:-

complete yet published.

SPORTING.

Filbert*
Pecan

Apple*.
@
9(§10o Perbbl...T....3 26@3 50
12%@16o Cooking.2 60@3 00
12Va@lt>c Eyaporated.14@1B
l2%@16o Dried Western....6%@7
do Eastern— 6%@7
Potatoes.

to Resign.

Mouranert commencea
I UlViV,

POLYGAMY

Washington, Feb. 25.
Mr. Flower of New York presented a resolution which he stated embodied sentiments of
8000 workingmen of New York City. Men
who at their country’s call were first in the
field of battle, and who now asked that Conto their fellow citgress show a little sympathy
izens confined in foreign prisons. Referred.
Mr. Henderson of Illinois asked unanimous
consent to have the senate bill to place U. S.
Grant upon the retired list taken from the
speaker’s table and referred to the committee
on military affairs.
Mr. Springer of Illinois objected.
Mr. Reed of Maine, of the committee on rules,
of a
reported a resolution for the appointment reselect committee of nine to which shall be
ferred all petitions, bills and resolutions asking for the extension of suffrage to women or
the removal of their legal disabilities.
Mr. McMillan of Tennessee raised a point of
order that under the rales a resolution must lie

succeed Dr. Bobins who was compelled to resign on account of failing health. He said the
efforts of the trustees are now directed to
raising the requirements of admission and to
The institution,
broaden the course of study.
he said, is no longer on experiment but an assured success. Brief remarks were made by

post office straw bond cases, as follows: Two
for perjury against John Minnix and Charles
H. Dicksen; five for perjury against James
W. Donohue and Win. W. Jackson; two for
perjury against W. S. Barringer; one for perjury against E. J. Sweet; one for conspiracy
against |Kate M. Armstrong, Jas. W. Donohue
and W. W. Jackson; four for conspiracy
against Samuel G. Cabell, James W. Donohue,
Charles Dickson and John N.Minnix; four for
conspiracy against Albert E. Boone, Alvin O.
Burke, William S. Barringer, E. S. Sweet
and Samuel G. Cabell, and one for conspiracy
against James G. Henderson and others.
Treasury Payments for March.
Unless the Secretary of the Treasury decides
to anticipate during the present month the
payment of interest on the outstanding four
and a half per cent, bonds and the principal
and accrued interest upon the extended bonds
embraced in the 107th call, there will be nearly
$33,000,000 to be paid out by the department
during the first part of March, as follows: On
the first the interest on the 4>r per cent, bonds
falls due, which amounts in the aggregate to
about $2,800,000. On the fourth there will be
$10,000,000 due on account of pensions, and on
the 13th the 107th call for $20,000,000 of extended bonds mature.
A. C. Soteldo Indicted.
The grand jury to-day returned indictments
against Augustus C. Soteldo for the murder of
his brother, A. M. Soteldo, Jr„ on February 9;
also one charging him with assault with intent
to kill Clarence M. Barton on the same date.
The Star Route Cases.
Mr. Wm. W. Ker, special assistant district
attorney, is busily engaged at the department
of justice in preparing the indictments in the
star route cases in which presentments have
been made by the grand jury of the district.
He has five clerks to assist him in the work.
Mr. Ker states that the indictments will be
ready in time. It is believed that ell the preliminary papers in the cases already considered
will be completed by Tuesday next.
A Decision Which Makes Trouble.
The decision rendered yesterday by the attorney general to the effect that the postmaster
general has the power under the law to refuse
to accept bids for the star route service where
shows that the sureties are
an examination
not sound, however, to involve the department
If an examination
in a sea of peralexities.
is made in any one case, the contractor would
undoubtedly, and with a show of justice
demand the same examination of the remainder of the contract, and it is manifestly impossible for the postmaster general to make a satisfactory examination of the sureties on the
bids aggregating 40,000 or 50,000 in number
at each letting, This would be a task of many
months. Additional legislation on the subject
will probably be asked for by the postmaster

the New York Press.

The
Nkw Yobk, Feb. 25.—The Post says:
nomination of Mr. Conkling for the Supreme
Bench has apparently taken everybody by surprise, and yet when one comes to reflect on it
it seems the natural product both of President
Arthur's own state of mind and of the policy
he has thus far pursued in making appointThe Post does not think Mr. Conkling
ments.
would make a good Judge, and says: In fact,
it would be difficult to conceive of a person less
fitted, as regards temper, for a court containing many members, all of whom wonld probably consider him loss well equipped than they
for their common duties. If President Arthur
has offered him the place, as some have suggested, to fulfill a personal or party obligations
to a political chief, and with the expectation
that he will decline it, he has put the Supreme
Court to a use which cannot for one moment
be defended or excused.
The Commercial Advertiserflsays editorially:
The nominations made by President Arthur
yesterday are not well received by the press of
the country so far as heard from. The Commercial, when he entered upon the duties of President, said if he would act on his own judgment
and act promptly, be Would act wisely. He
has failed to do this and has erred. He has
failed to act promptly and courageously and
has lost ground. There is nothing the American
people admire more than courage and firmness
in tlieir public men. Undor all the circumstances it was not the part of wisdom to nominate
Mr. Conkling for an office that he did not wish
and which no true friend would advise him to
accept. It was ill judged to nominate Mr. Bargent for the Berlin mission when he had been,
from all accounts, fixed upon for a member of
the Cabinet, it is an exhibition of weakness
President. Now
we did not expect from the
his enemies see him fluttering and
that
will be enthe
their
under
fire,
frightened
couraged to go on. We regret the PresiWe had hoped for better
dent’s mistake.

HOUSE.

j>any.
D. Sterns, one of the board of trustees, gave
an account of the condition and prospects of
the institution, which were of the most encouraging nature. Ho said the trustees and faculty were agreed upon a man for president to

Charged With Levying Political

Comments q£

at

constitution
effected and
organization
adopted. The following officers wereehosen:
President—Hon- Henry W. Paine.
Secretary—A. D. Small, Boston.
Treasurer—Larkin Dunton, Boston.
These officers constitute the executive comwas

others

Castiim,h>ib.
‘‘
Walnnta

Programme of the Gartieid Memorial
Services Today.
Washington, I'eb. 25.—The official profor the memorial adof
arrangements
gramme
dress on the life and character of James
Abraham Garfield, to be delivered before both
Houses of Congress at their request, in the hall
of the House of Representatives, by the Hon.
James G. Blaine, Monday next, directs that
of tlio
Congress shall be closed on the morning
27th to all except members or officers of Coneast door leadgress until 10 o'clock, when the
those
be opened to
ing to the rotunda will
been
have
extended,
to Iwhom invitations
under a joint resolution of Congress, by the
and to
presiding officers of the two Houses,
those holding tickets of admission to the galof
House
the
of
hall
Representaleries. The
he opened for the admission of
tives will
have invitaRepresentatives and those who seats
assigned
tions, who will be conducted to
the Presiinclude
invitations
These
them.
dent and ex-Presidents of the United States,
and special guests, the Chief Justices and Associate Justices of the Supreme Court, Cabinet officers, General of the Army and Admiral
of the Navy, officers of the army who by name
have received the thanks of Congress, the
Chief Justice and Judges of the Court of
Claims, Chief Justice and Associate Justices
of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, Diplomatic corps, ex-Vice Presidents,
Senators, ex-Senators, Representatives,‘Commissioners of the District, Governors of States
and Territories, assistant heads of departments

[London Times ]

Americans

Tennessee

FOREIGN.

CONKLING’S NOMINATION.

MEMORIAM.

Instalments,

Jewelry Store,

Congress
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MOSDAY HOBBIRG. FEBRUARY 27.
THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Feaienden, Marquis, Brunei A Go., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdou, A. T. Cleveland,
Robert Costello,
Boston A Maine Depot, and
Ohlsholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the

city.

Auburn, Willard Small A Co,
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Batb, of J, O. Sbaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Blddeford,
■'
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Daniel
Diokens.
Brldgton,
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
OnmBFTlandMillSjF. A. Verrlll.
Dam&riscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W, A. Mitchell,
Fryeburg, R, C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallpwell, 0. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estee.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A, Millott.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

on

tlie

at

the

have it

observed.by

the Maine

their rooms in

His-

City Build-

Vice-President Judge Bar-

preside. There will be on exhibition
portraits of Longfellow, besides manuscripts
and autographs.
A flag will be raised on the
will

Longfellow homestead, corner of Fore and
Hancock streets, and it is hoped citizens gen'
eraily will display flags. The following will be
A full report of the celebrathe papers read:
tion will appear 1n Tuesday’s Press.
Rev. H. S. Burrage, on the Longfellow
family.
Hon. Wm. Goold on General Pelog Wads-

TO-DAY.

worth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, on Reminiscences of
Longfellow, by a classmate.
George F. Talbot, Esq., on the Genius of

Longfellow.

Rev. Wm. B. Hayden—Lecture.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
Veni. Vidi, Vioi—Lovering.
Notice is hereby given.
Westbrook Caucus.
Taxes -H. W. Hcrsey.
Widows’ wood society—Samuel RoUe.
Frank Siddail’s soap—Smith, Gage A Co,

E. H. Elwell, Esq., on the Portland of
Longfellow’s youth.
Rev. Dr. A. 8. Packard, on Longfellow as a
Student and Professor of Bowdoin College.
James P. Baxter, Esq., poem.

—

Rowing.

During life, to be happy, we must be healthy
and protect ourselves from Coughs and ColdsThey are the halters that lead many to untime'
ly graves. Adamson's Botanic Balsam cures
Trial
every time. Price, 35 and 75 cents.
feb27M,W,S&w

cents.

voting lists—and on correctly. Look
lists, and if any error be discovered
righted by the aldermen in session.

rows

ENTERTAINMENTS.

size, 10

licans should see that their names are

Today will be
torical Society at
ing, at 7.30 p, m.

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS

Repub-

All

Citizens Display Your Flags.

Sabattns, E. H. Johnson,
gaccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Final haven, B. Lane.

MEW

Mistakes in the initials of names or like errors,

LONGFELLOW’S BIRTHDAY.

0. Andrews.

Rockland, O.

Many voters have lost the privilege of voting
inattention to the revision of the ward list*.

polls.

New Jet Fringes 98 cts., $1.12, $1.25 per
yard; new Irridescent Fringe; new Passemenfeb25-d3t
teries. H. I. Nelson & Co.

John A. Kennedy writes the Boston Herald
that a large number of scullers would appear
in the National races if a different system of

adopted. There is a great
rush for giants, and a good big man will always
beat a good little man. He would have four
classes: first, heavy weights free to all; second
middle weights; third, light weights; fourth,
juniors. Any and all weights should be allowed to row in the junior races, as it is generally
classification

was

conceded that

From Andrew Shuman,
Editor Evening Journal, Chicago.
I was greatly troubled with dyspepsia and
Since usiDg the
dull pains in the head.
Health-Lift, I have had no return of either. I
■

consider this exercise worth more than all other methods ever devised for bodily improvement. Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street.
tf
febl8
Live and Let Live.
Life is not-always under our own control,
but can be prolonged by care and prudenceBurdock Blood Bitters as a laxative, alter"
alive, and diuretic medicine tend materially
to restore health and lengthen our
days.
feb27dlw
Price $1.00, trial sire 10 cents.
An enricber of the blood and purifier of the
cures lassitude and lack of energy;

Bystem;

such is Brown’s Iron Bitters.
feb24

FM&W&wlw

It Seems Impossible

remedy made of snch common, simple
plants as Hops, Bnchn, Mandrake, Dandelion,
that a

Ac., should make so many and such great cures
Hop Bitters do; but when old and young,
rich and poor, pastor and doctor, lawyer and
editor, all testify to having been cured by
them, you must believe and try them yourself, aud doubt no longer.
as

Small Buttons in Jet, Steel, Gilt, Roman,
Pearl and Fancy Styles, just opened at H. I.
feb25-d3t.
Nklson & Co.’s.
Frm Dr. J. G. Holland,
Editor Scribner’s Monthly.
The great danger of sedentary men is from
paralysis in its various forms, resulting from a
want of muscular activity. Any thing which
will bring entirely into play daily all the mas.
cles of the human body, and do this in the
swiftest possible space of time, mast be a great
boon to the human race. Snch an invention is
Mann's Reactionary Lifter. Health Lift rooms,
febl8-dtf
201 Middle street
Hamburg Edgings with Insertions to match
new Fine Goods at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s.
d.3t
feb25

yr

From G. W. Carlkton, Esq.,
Publisher, New York.
I have used the Health-Lift about three
month, very regularly—about seven times per
week; still use it regularly and find its effects
very satisfactory. Health-Lift room, 201 Middle street.

febl8-dtf
__

From C. B. Nelson, Esq., Chicago.
A few weeks’ practice on the Health-Lift
entirely relieved me of dysDepsia and general
nervons debility. I regard this exercise as invaluable. Health-Lift rooms, 201 Middle street.
dtf
feblS
__

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

yesterday.

Wind south;

mer-

cury 40° at noon.
Fifteen deaths were recorded during the
last week.
Twenty-eight arrests were reported last
week.

Exports last week foot up §479,235.40; including 399,70(1 feet lumber.
Mrs. L. W. Cleveland, 19 Avon street,
draw the cabinet organ, and Mrs. John W.
Dyer, 17 Gray street, the §75 oil painting at
Lovering’s book sale, Saturday evening.
Mr. R. Graham received two handsome
Clydesdale stallions by the Brooklyn, Mr. H.
Love 14 Southdown sheep, and T. Bennett 7Chester swine.

Six stallions died on the pas-

sags.
The Toronto and the Austrian are due from
Liverpool and Glasgow.
The City of Portland will go on her route

again March 13th.
have agreed to donate, the
one §500 and the other §1000, to the Home for
Aged Men when a building ias bean decided
Two

gentlemen

upon.

The

regular sessions of the public schools

will commence today.
The Boston steamer Saturday night took as a
pact of her freight 6000 bushels of potatoes
from the Waldensian's cargo.
Mrs. Diaz's paper on “Women’s Work for
the Millennium” drew a goodly sized aud'ence
of ladies to Reception Hall, Saturday afternoon, who were much pleased and Interested.
There were 13 admissions and 25 applications
for admission last week to the Citizens Relief.

Falmonth Encampment, I. O. O. F., will
tfH
anniversary Monday evening,
Mmcb 13tb, with a literary and musical entertainment, followed by a supper in tbe banquet ball.

It is rumored that the old buildings on the
Odd Fellows’ lot, Maine street, Saccarappa,
new block
Are to be sold immediately and a
built in place of them.
Mr. Frank Woodbury recently lost a valua
ble horse, caused by the shaft of a passing
team atriking and penetrating its side.
A horse in one of our livery stables a day or
two ago trotted to Saco in just one hour.
Messrs. Cobb & Willard are about to lay the
keel of a vessel, to be engaged in the fishing
She is to* be built at Simonton’s
business.
Cove, and commanded by Capt. Daniel Cobb
She is to be about 25 tons
of Point Village.
of superb model, with
measure,
.oarpenter’s
capacity for about 20,000 lbs. fisli, and will be
launched the coming spring.
The Globe says: “It is amusing to see the
temperance men working for tbe election of
the alleged citizens’ Mayoralty candidate; a

proposed
seizing liquor.’’
man

who

to censure

policemen

for

The Sentinel understands the mill at the
and of the bridge owned by the Rev. W. F.
Mr.
Eaton and Capt.;Soule, has shut down.
Bert Soule, who has had in part the control of
it, intends going to sea with his father.
The Circassian arrived at Halifax Saturday
trom Portland, and reports Friday spoke hark
Dimeter of St. John, N. B., iu iat. 25° 38',
for Philadelphia,
Jeng. 65° 5', from London
abort of provisions and some of her crew frost
her with probitten. The Circassian supplied

o'-

visions.
The schooner yacht Ray belonging to the
Mr. A. Perry
Preble estate, has been sold to
& Clark’s yachting
Bliven of Bliven Bros.
be taken to New York city
agency. She will
of Mr. Bliven, at
in May, and at tbe yard
will receive new spars,
Hudson,
the
on
Nyack
The cabin will be rebuilt
sails and rigging.
modern
as well as fitted with
and

enlarged,

The Ray was at one time
Improvements.
owned in New York, was sloop rigged and very
She will be enrolled in the Atlantic
last.

Yacht Club.

ing had training, has become expert; can nse
his power to advantage; and therefore, shonld
be compelled to start in the class of heavy men
weighing more than 145 or 150 pounds—men of

Courtney, Riley,

The ReBjult of Having a Personal Choice.
Mr. J. L. Tukey has lately filled the office of
Deputy Sheriff. Saturday he was notified by
Sheriff Sawyer that his servioes would be dis“

pensed with, through a regular official discharge.
A reporter for the Press called on Mr. Tukey
and asked for his side of the story. Mr. Tukey
replied substantially as follows:
Thursday Sheriff Sawyer invited all his deputies to meet him at the United States Hotel.
All responded. The sheriff read them a docu"
ment which contained the information that
discipline must be maintained, and urging union of action. He reminded them that when

appointed it was understood they should resign
if occasion Bhould arise. The sheriff called on
each deputy to name his candidate for Mayor.
All responded in favor of Mr. Deering except
Mr. Tukey. He was for Mr. Libby. The sheriff said he did not assume to control Mr. Tukey 's vote, but thought he talked too much, and
ought not to work for Mr. Libby. Mr. Tukey
The sheriff
asked if he neglected his duties.
replied no, that he did his duty well. Mr.
Tukey then said the sheriff must discharge him
for he should not resign.
Friday the sheriff
again urged Mr. Tukey to resign, in vain, and
on Saturday ho discharged him, at the samo
time expressing his personal friendliness.
Standish Saturday
Sheriff Sawyer
before a reporter for the Press saw him. It is
understood however that Mr. Sawyer claims he
the opposition. That the
was elected sheriff
left for

by
deputies vppointed by him understood, when
the opappointed, that they were representing
has a right to vote
Mr.
That
Tukey
position.

for whomsoever he pleases, but it is absurd to
in
a
suppose that any sheriff could have deputy
the office, in such a familiar relation, with all
the plans and movements of the party open to
his gaze, and at liberty to mike use of them
for the benefit of the enemy and thus defeat
the very party that made him.
I. O. O. F.
There have been very few, if any, more pleasant, interesting and profitable occasions that
that which occurred on Friday evening last
of the Veteran Association to
This lodge is one of the oldest of the order in the State (being No. 3), organized in 1843, and embracing among its original members many of our then prominent
citizens, viz., Wm. Pitt Fessenden, Nathl. F.

by the visitation
Ligonia Lodge.

Deering, Geo. F. Shepley, Wm. Boyd, Edward
Fox, Stephen Waite, Jedediah Jewett, An-

T. Dole, Edward P. Gerrieh, Jos. C.
Noyes, Josiah S. Little, Josiah B. Scott, Thos.
K. Jones, Danl. L. Choate, and many others

If these men could have a
chance to row in either the second or the third
class that I have suggested, they would he induced to take up rowing again, and many
young men who are not of large build, and>

Grands Little, Hersey, Kingsbury, Bames,
Ladd, Cummings, Hunger and others of the
Veterans, and also by P. G. Woodman, Crock-

against them.

who, by

reason

thereof,are deterred from strug"

gling against more powerful

club associates or

rivals outside, would prepare at once for actionThe Cumberland Street Fire.
In the burry of writing the article on the
above subject Saturday, the Advertiser included all the m orning papers as censuring Machigonne ste user for neglect and carelessness.
The Argus
The Pitnss account was correct.
said

“Machigonne got stuck in the snow near
five’s house. An extra horse was procured,
but they had no chains or ropes such as the
emergency required, and a long time was wasted in finding some. With such bad going it
would have been wisdom to have prepared for
emergencies.”

Machigonne dees not respond to first alarms
from the box rung in, Falmouth taking that
box by official order of December Gth. When
the Machigonne’s horses were telephoned for
were sent to help No. 5’s steamer which
Machistuck near that engine’s house.
gonne is always prepared for emergencies, with
extra hook or tongue for extra horses, a large
coil of rope at back of engine, axes, and all
needful appliances to help along in bad going.

they

was

In fact

we have known Machigonne company
twenty years, and always found them
prompt and active.

for

Canning.
jdessrs. G. E. Deering & Co. have taken a
five years lease of the large three story building, on the corner of Commercial wharf and
Commercial street, formerly occcupied by John
Loveitt & Co., and are fitting it up for the fish
The firm is backed by
canning business.
wealthy Gorham parties. C. A. Dyer & Co.
will continue the mackerel canning business on
Custom House wharf, formerly carried on in
the block burned on Long wharf.
They employ about thirty hands. A new firm will engage in the fish canning business in the spring
and will can all kinds of fish, clams, etc. They
new building which
w ill probably occupy a
Chase Brothers will build upon Long wharf.
The building will be 150x40 feet, two stud a
half stories high. Long wharf is to be thoroughly repaired, Dew piles driven and the
DULlQlUg
a

Will ue UUUI U1

thorough

UOoL

LUC

CL

Ui« LC11«1

manner.

Lectures.
Rev. A. H. Wright delivered ah admirable
lecture on temperance at City Hall last night.
The prevailing sentiment was that there mast
be something besides law to establish temperPublic
ance on a sound and enduring basis.
sentiment must be in favor of it. He thought
young children should be instructed in the
evils of drink and so brought up that they
would shun liquor as they nowshuu any crime.
Good music was famished by the quartette.
Mr. A. B. Morrill will deliver his lecture on
the “Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm’
at

the First

Baptist

church

to-night.

Miss

Blanchard will give the following organ

con-

half hour before the lecture:
Largo .Handel
Barcarole.
Spohr
Andante.Gouaod
Chorus from Mount of Olives.Beethoven
Mendelssohn
March Op. 108.

cert

a

Portland Company.
The company have two eight-wheeled locomotives of thirty-six tons each, ready for delivery lo the Aroostook River railroad.
The last of the lot of hay cars building for
the Portland and Rochester

road,

were

deliv-

Saturday.

ered

Among oilier work twenty dump cars for
coal are building for the Portland and Ogdensbnrg road, also five twenty-five ton damp
and peculiar construction for the
same purpose for the Maine Central read.
This week the company commence to deliver locomotives on a large contract with the
Northern Pacific road.
They will furnish the
road in all thirty-fonr of their regular eightwheel 36-ton engines.
cars

of a

new

Personal.
of tbo Portland MontgomCaptain
ery Guards, Captain Winslow of the Portland
Cadets and Lieutenant Norton of the Portland
H artnett

Light Infantry, went
ing, to act as .judge*

to Auburn Friday evenin the individual prize

drill between members of the Lewiston and
Auburn companies at the Grand Army fair.
Mr. Charles Davis has gone on a trip to
Florida.
It was reported last night that Mr. Lyman
N. Kimball had a paralytic stroke Saturday
night, and was quite ill.
Deputy Sheriff George W. Parker has ac-

cepted the position—so it is reported—of
perintendent of the Ohio Keform School.
will have 800 boys and
under his charge.

70

men

SuHe

and women

Ara Cushman lias received the
nomination for Mayor of Auburn.

Oxford Bears.
It is known that 200, at least, will set down
at the banquet at the Falmouth Hotel, March
4th. From G to 8 p. m. introductions will take
place in the parlors of the hotel. The dinner
will be served promptly at 8 o’clock. At the
close of the dinner, Geo. F. Emery, Esq., the
chairman, will deliver an address of welcome,
after which Mr. G. F. Holmes, toastmaster,
will present the varied toasts. Mayor Senter
will respond for the city. An excellent quartette, led by Mr. Wm. H. Dennett, will furffish music during the evening. An original
song written by Geo. F. Emery Esq., will also
be sung.
Y. M. C. A.
There is an increase in the attendance of
boys at the boys’ reading room of the Young
Men’s Christian Association, 140 being present
last and 125 the Saturday previThe exercises last Saturday consisted of
a reading by Master Howard Littlefield, singing by the boys andjbrief addresses by Mrs. L.
M. N. Stevens, president of the Woman’s

ou

drew

who have passed away, and to whom special
reference was made in the remarks of Past

ett and others of Ligonia Lodge. This lodge
has passed through many reverses, but it is
as to members and
now one of the strongest
finances in the city, having 560 members,
chiefly of our most active and enterprising
young men, with an invested fund of more
than 833,000, with which and its annual income
an immense amount of good is being done in tho
relief of the sick and dying of its members.
These visitations of the elder with the younger brothers of the order is calculated to do
much in cementing them together and in promoting the best interest of this valuable insti'
tution.
_._

Cumberland County Medical Society.
The monthly meeting of this society was held
last Wednesday evening at the rooms of the
Portland School for Medical Instruction, Dr.
Dana

presiding.

An able and interesting paper was read by
Dr. Sarah Ellen Palmer on the management
of Breech Presentations. This was followed
bj a lively discussion, participated in by Drs.

Small, Meserve, Pendleton, Warren, Shannon,
Smith, Cammett, Stephenson and others.
A clinical report was made by Dr. Warren
of a case of membranous croup in a child,
pieoes of the false membrane which had been
thrown off being shown, and the miscroscopical texture of the tissue being described by Dr.
Smith.
The committee, of which Dr. Cammett was
chairman, reported a set of resolutions relating
to the late Dr. Tolford, which have already
been pnblished,
The business committee announced that at
the March meeting a paper would be presented
by Dr. Barbank, of Yarmouth, on the “Prevention of difficult labor.”

Saturday

ous.

Christian Temperance Union, and Rev. Frank
E. Clark, pastor of Williston Congregational
church. New literature and games have been
added. There are now 218 enrolled members.

Overture. Poet and

conference

of

bold at Ho. 27 Market
Greenbackers,
Square, Saturday afternoon and evening, to
get at an expression of opinion as to the best
to a Democratic
course to pursue in regarr
Hon. Geo. Walker
nomination for mayor.

presided, and A. L. Farnswertli was secretary.
It was the opinion of Capt. C. H. Chase, Sheriff B. F. Andrews, and others of the Fusion
element, that Mr. Deering would be the best
candidate, that is, would command the most
votes. A number of other gentlemen, well
known Democrats, asked many questions as to
for that belief, although not. expressing any opinion of their own. Finally a
resolution was passed, without a dissenting
the

grounds

voice—as one element of the meeting apparently had everything their own way—advising
the nomination of John W. Deering as Democratic candidate for Mayor.
Serious Assault.
William J. Lloyd, an Englishman, who lives
on the corner of Clark and Salem streets, is of
He has two boarders—
a jealous disposition.
Francis Hkks, 17 years old, and John Marran,
19 years. Lloyd came home Saturday night
and found his wife chatting with the boarders
iD the kitchen. He assaulted them with a tea
kettle full of boiling water, terribly scalding
Mamin's arm, and also cut Hicks in the hand
with a pocket knife. He also beat and abused
his wife. A physician attended the young
Officers Hicks and French arrested
men.

Lloyd.
Accidents.
Mr. John Barry, at work Friday discharging
the cargo of the steamship Brooklyn, while in
the hold was struck by a barrel of potatoes
that slipped from the hoisting apparatus, and

hip and leg were badly crushed.
Mrs. Julia Cady fell on Summer street, Friday, broke her shoulder-blade, and strained
She is
the cords of her neck very seriously.
reported to be in needy circumstances.

Therefore to give every

light

Railroad 4£’g will be paid March 1st, amounting to 8232,988; also Maine State Sixes, 1883,
amounting to $11,650. The eastern dividend is
2J per oent, and the Maine sixes 3 per cent.
Gorham.
The Republican caucus was held at Gorham
was
The attendance
Saturday afternoon.
large, and the following nominations made.
Lewis McLellan, Esq., was selected to preside
with Samuel Prtssey as Secretary:

Moderator—Frederick Robie.

Town Clerk—William H. Usher.

The floor will be under the charge of Mr. Fred
R Farrington, with the same able assistants
who officiated so acceptably at the Fraternity
PINAFORE.

Auditor—John H. Card.
Collector—Fred D. Scamman.
School Committee—N. M. Marshall.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the
Poor—Samuel F. Bacon, Rnfus A. Fogg, WilRepublican Town Committee for Two Years
—Col. H. R. Millett, Edward Harding, John
N. Newcomb, Clarence E. Ward, Edward
Hasty, David Patrick, C. Eugene Wescott,
Wm. E. Strout and Elbridge M. Wilson.
Deering.
At the

Republican

caucus

bold at the Town

House Saturday afternoon the following nomi-

votes not to have a Supervisor.
Town Clerk—Dr. C. W. Foster.
Auditor—J. C. Kidder.
Town Committee—Andrew Hawes, George
Libby, James Lucas, Nehemiah Smart, H. T.
Blacketone, N. B. Dalton, W. W. Merrill.

Chandler’s band and Bertie Webb will appear at Glover’s band concert in Lewiston,
Thursday night.
The Rossini Club will give a concert at Rossini Hall, Wednesday night.
Mr. Frank A. Owen, manager of the Buskin
Club of Bangor, Me., has been engaged as
be
manager of the new opera house whioh is to
opened in that city about the middle of April

The following businC3t changes for the week
are

reported:

Portland—Dunning

dissolved.

&

Clifford,

groceries,

Gardiner—Swift Manufacturing Company;

interest of Charles Swift sold to W. J. Rockwood and H. B. Eldredge; now Rockwood &
Eld ridge.
Charles Swift, manufacturer of jewelry boxes, sold to Rockwood & Eldridge.

OFFER

Bnlwer, Sue and James,

5 novels in

May .1. Holmes’ Works,

Joseph Wheelock and Rose Osborne will
play the leading parts in Pettitt’s new drama,
“Taken for Life,” and Mr. Colville has engaged W. H. Daly ns stage manager.
Miss Annie Louise Cary is now reported as
denying any intention of retiring from the
stage, and Miss Clara Louise Kellogg has extended her concert engagements to the 1st of

a

99 cts.
and a Present Free
...
99 cts.

Present Free
99 cts.
and a Present I ree
99 cts.
and a Present Free
and

a

Sold at
And that one
every volume.

"99” Cents Each.

Ninety-Nine
or

Call

other of my beautiful

presents will

and Call

Early

accompany

Often,

So that you will not miss this splendid

Special Presents For This Week.

outside the desk, where they crowd the voters
into as limited a space as possible, and occupy
their places without law or right to inspect the
ballots of every voter. It may be that such a
custom is for the good of the community, but

Jk

THURSDAY.

MONDAY.

Diamond Bing, and
Three Gents Silver Watches.

Two Large Oil Paintings,
Watch and Diamond Bing.

to your unenlightened correspondent it appears like prying into our private rights as citi
zens, and it should receive the condemnation
of all well disposed persons. The outrage is
not confined to any party, and if excused by
politicians on the ground that this manner of
checking anticipates the counting of the ballots by the warn officers, such flimsy reasoning
does not atone for the prying into private rights
of citizens, who should enjoy the privilege of
voting as they may desire without being subjected to the scrutiny of despicable spies. If
we have not a sufficiency of ward officers to
honestly and correctly declare the ballots, the
system should be perfected, but let ns clear our
ward rooms of those worthless interlopers.
Wc should like to know your own opinion of
the matter, Mr. Editor, as well aB have the exJ. B. C., Jr.
pression of other citizens.

PAINT-

OIL

INGS.

Diamond Bing,
Oil Painting,
and Gold Watch.

Tea Set,
Large Oil Painting.

Gold Watch,

These are Special Oifts of a Special Quality and are Extru Presents
Oil
aside from my usual run of tiold Watches, Diamond Kings,
be ■avished upon
Paintings, Silver Ware, etc., all of which will Wonderful
99 Cent
Book-buyers for this my Last Week and This
Sale.

in Maine:

E. A. Buck & Co., boots and shoes, Bangor,
recently failed, offer 95 per cent, in secured
equal payments of four, eight and twelve
months.
Liabilities
Cates & Clark, market, failed.
The assets
81,350 of which $500 is secured.
are small.
Chaarles H. Merrill, crockery, Lewiston, has

A. W. LOVERING, AGENT-

failed.

L. W. Hackett, wool, Auburn, has failed
and offers 80 per cent. Liabilities 830,000.
The creditors of J. C. Summerside, groceries, dry goods, &c., have accepted 30 cents on

537 Congress Street.

$1.

feb27—dtt

_

STATE NEWS.

Removal.

UUUWiX.

The Madawaska Training School, established
by the State for the purposed preparing teachers
especially for the nublic schools in I he
French-speaking sections of Northern Maine,
graduated its first class at Fort Kent, Friday.
Superintendent N. A. Luce, of Augusta, was
present to represent the State and confer the

for Children’s
Clothing, Infants’ Goods and art
needle work formerly conducted
by H. W. Simonton & Co., hare
been removed to the front room
over our store, and will be under
the management of Mrs. Murphy
and Mrs. Crosby, both of whom
have had long experience with
Misses Simonton.
Stamping will now be executed
in the best manner.
The Misses Simonton will make
their headquarters with us at present, while settling up their busi-

COUNTY.

Naples*

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Benjamin F. Kiley, an inmate of the Soldiers' Home at Togus, was found in the road
Friday morning so badly frozen that it is
thought he cannot recover.
Sergeant Wm. McGregor died in Augusta
Friday night at the age of 84 years. He was
in the United States service fifty-five years,
forty-four of which he spent at the Kennebec
arsenal.

WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

Pembroke, on Tuesday, voted 810,920 to the
shore line railroad. The vote stood 314 in favor
to six opposed.
Vance boro has a small pox patient who came
from the steamer Peruvian.
Two young men of Princeton, Sprague and
Crockett, left a logging camp recently in pursuit of game. After wandering away several
miles near Little Chain Lakes, Machias waters,
they attempted to return to camp. Crockett
became very much fatigued, and Sprague kept
him along as long as he had strength to do so,
but was obliged to leave him to go for help, a
distance of some five miles, at the same time
urging Crockett to follow his tracks. Sprague
reached the logging camp in some two hours
and the crew started out at once, and after
two or three hours found Crockett frozen to
death. One foot was frozen in the ice. Crockett was about 18 years of age, and was a son of
Joshua and Emma Crockett, of West Prince-

departments

ness.

i

Warrants from the Mayor and
of

Portland,

Owen, Moore k Co.
feblS_

dtf

the

CHAMBERLIN k HQ1SILD,
Congress & Elm Sts.

Cor.

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

COTTON DRESS FABRICS.
We have also received a very fine lot
of Scotch and American Ginghams, Plain
and Figured French Satices & Cambrics.
American Cambrics and Prints in great

accordance with a City Ordinance, I shall publish on the 18th day of Marob, s list of all the
taxes assessed upon residents, amounting to twenty

IN

the qualification of voters whose names have not
been entered on the lists of qualified voters, in and
for the several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order.
H. I. ROBINSON,

of Portland.

N. B. It will be our pleasure to disANT and ALL of the above named
to any persons desirous of seeing
hem, whether thinking of purchasing
or not.

Female

II. P. TORSE V D. D.. LL.

Spring Opening!
-ON

THURSDAY &

occupant)* of Buildings and
Burnham, Grant, Hellen, Sherman, Sheridan, (the latter including old
Poplar street,) Arsenal, Beach, Central
Chadwick, Cherry, Commercial, Fletcher,
Emery, Fore, Frederick, Gilman, Gould,
Hemlock, Henry, Kennebec, Laurel,
Lowell, 31aple, iTlilk, .Hoody, Uloulton.

FRIDAY,

Feb. 23d and 24th.
|WE SHALL GIVE OUR

SPRING

ANNUAL

OPENING

-OF-

Wall Papers
-AND-

DRAPERY GOODS.
Our stock has been selected with the utmost care,
and comprises all the new and popular colors ana
designs, eur facilities for buying, selling and for

our store
on are second to none
been newly arranged to best snow the finished
effects of our Wall Decorations and fabrics for CurWe cordially invite our patrons
tains to match.
and the public, and think an inspection of our store

Instruction in

THE

J. W.

dU

Jan 24

Fine Boots,

gutting

and stock will repay them.

G.M.Bosworth&Co
SOI Congress St.
Jtf
feb22

Noyes, Orchard, Promenades Eastern
and Western, School, Sherbrook, Silver,
Taylor, West Commercial and Wilson
City Clekk’s Office, I
February 9, 1882. )
the above named

hereby given,
streets have by order of the Board of Mayor
NOTICE
Aldermen been renumbered according to the
that

is

and

plans ia the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the numbers
so designated must be affixed to the buildings on
said streets on or before the first day of April, A. D.
1882.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
febldtd

Boys’ Spring Ties.
We have just

purchased

at

a

great reduction fifty dozen very
all

handsome

Mammoth

Shoe
open and
Store,
business, and
ready
calls attention to the following bargains, at less
than half price.
The

is
for

BOYS, and shall sell them nt

“MEETINGS

10 Cents Each.
A price never heard of before for

The Annual

Meeting

of the

this quality of goods.

One lot of Ladies’ line Goat
Button Boots $1.25 worth

$3.00.

One lot of Ladies’ fine Kid
Button Boots $2.00 worth

$3.00.

One lot of Ladies’ line Slippers 60 cts. worth 80.
One lot of Ladies’ line Cloth
Slippers 16 cts.
One lot of Ladies’ Rubbers

$1.25,

S64 Bbls.
)
36 Tierces
0 Boxes
)

Choice
Cienfuegos
MOI.AWWK8,
ex

Brig “OToggie.”

Notice

OEO. S. HMT & CO.

Portland,

All the above goods must
be closed out. Come early.
dtf

febl

C. E.

■n the County of Cnmberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons haring demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
pay meat to

DRV HEMLOCK BOARDS

JOHN H. MURPHY, Administrator.
feb27dlaw3wM'l
Portland, Feb. 18th, 1882.

FOR S ALE.

800,000 ft. dry Hemlock Boards, Ready
for Immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

New French Satines.

B. (!.
feb25

GEO. W.

jD

i s i: a s je
tfiv?

Cured

RICH, Secy.
t marl

ATT.

Mrs. Janet

JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
dtf

LONGFELLOW.
A

Canton Ginga

great

bar-

Longfellow.

left at the
Orders for extra copies should
Advertiser counting room on Saturday, or Monday.
feblS d3t

New and Choice Styles Black
Dress Goods at very low prices.

and 10c per yd.
Excellent Twilled Linen Towels, 10 cts
each.
Large, Heavy and Handsome Damask
Towels, 25 cts. each.
Fruit of the Loom Bleached Cottons, 10
cts. per yd.
Fruit or the Loom, (42 iucnj iweacneu
Cottons, 12 1*2 cts. per yard.
Pequot 10-4 Bleached Cottons, 30 cts.
per yd.
Working Men’s Heavy Twilled Shirtings,
10 cts. per yd.
WOOLENS, substantial for Men’s Wear,
70 cts. per yd.
Ladies’ fine 3 button Kid Gloves, $1.00,
and warranted.
Gentlemen’s One Kid Gloves, $1.00,
and Warranted.
All winter goods at less than Wholesale Prices. Please call and examine.
eodlm

febl

INTERESTING
to those in want of

BOOTS and SHOES.
Ill order to reduce our Stock to make
for Goods of our own manufacture.

room

We offer at COST for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS our entire stock of Ladles’,
Gents’, Boys’, Misses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to comDo not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine our goods before buying
elsewhere.

Congress

Tei^EPHONE

f

I

St.

^*eoc!2w

GAITER SHOE GO.,

WHITNEY

Cor. Union St., Under Falmouth HoteL

jml

GALL and SEE

Becker Bros’
a

choice stock of

Pianos,
tlrst-elaas

b©

j

Bating wade

an

addition to my herd of Jerseys

prepared to fnmish a few more families with
pure Jersey milk, delivered every morning, Sundays included. I have also Sweet Corn put ui> expressly for family use. Address, V. H. Soule, wood
ford’s.
nov21eod t mar
am

3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
titf

sep29

William S. Lowell, MISS M. t
PLATE ENGRAVER
CARD

Wedding and Visiting Cards

a

Specialty.

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dec2'J_dtf

GRAND, SQUARE
—AND—

UPRIGHT PIANOS
From

North St., will be at same
feblG d2w

WARDROBES.

WE Potatoeslargo S.consignment
S. Waldensian
otter

of Fine Scotch
Price all

a

ox

right.

1IODGDOY BROS.
d3t

feb25_

Materials.

CYRUSdR^AVIS,
FINE

593
decltf

ART

STORE

Congress Street.
eodtf

on

Instalments

Repairing anil Tuning done

Wm. P.
144 1-2 Exchange
dec

dtf

feblS

_

many of the best Manufacturers, also

HEADQUARTERS

BAND

SCOTCH POTATOES.

Street,

Would call the attention of the Ladies of
Portland, to her large stock of KensingShe is constantly reton Materials.
ceiving new designs for Kensington and
other Embroideries. Stamping done on
any material and warranted to lie permanent.
,,
She wonld call particular attention to
cnt
and
her white-work Undergarments,
basted, or made In a superior manner.
Particular attentiou giving to Infant’s

place Monday and Thursday.

Sell

WEATHER,

Ho. 8 Elm

-AND-

Stevenson,

26 HAMPSHIRE ST., Portiaud, Me.
Can be consulted every day except Tuesday and

JERSEY MILK. Artist’s

J. M. DYER & CO.
511

Port-

LONGFELLOW SUPPLEMENT
land Advertiser will be published on Tuesday,
Feb. 28, containing all the papers read at the public
meeting of the Maine Historical Society, Monday
evening, injhonor of the 75th birthday of Henry ,\V
to the

ENGRAVED CARDS.

U I vnu

CANCERS and TUMORS cured by above
system without cutting or burning. Names of persons in immediate vicinity who have been cured of
Cancers will be furnished to all who desire them.

HR. HARDY.of

Figured and Plain to match.
New styles Colored Damask for

Quilts $1.50

few of his Prices.

Large lot Standard Prints, at 5c per yd.
Desirable and first-class Shirting Prints,
6c per yd.
Good Linen Crash for Towels, 6c, 7c, 9c

SAMEL T1IJRST0J,

s

by Botanic Treatment.

Saturday.

gain.

BEAN,

549 Congress Street,
Is offering many DECIDED BARGAINS
In goods for every day use. Look at

at 3.30 P. 1*1.

d3t

feb25

MARCH 1st,

WEDNESDAY,
feb24

tate of

Table Cloths.
New Scotch and
*
hcUtis*

$1.75.

dtf

Company.

lew Crop Cienfnegos

is hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the esof

worth

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY.

Will he held at the office of tho

ARRIVAL.

ANOTHER

MAPJSTE.

MURPHY, late

now

for

TILS

SILK

feb24

Smith, Gage & Co.,

MARY A.

ITIe.

febl3

SALE BY-

PQJITLAND,

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

Huiaitll. Portland Mutual
CHUN & _eodtf
Moore & Co. PIANOS ANDAMANS.
MOLASSES. Fishing Insurance Owen,

Portland

FIliSK SIODALL’S SOAP
FOR

and Class-

Given to private pupils by the subscribes

Also

of the

English

ical Studies.

anywhere,

as

on

goods

Widows’ Wood
Society acknowledges the receipt of a seventh
from
of the esdollars
the
heirs
hundred
of
one
gift
tate of the late John Storer, Esq., of Sanford, Me.,
by H. P. Storer,Esq., administrator.
SAMUEL ROLFE,
»
Treasurer.
feb27-dlt
treasurer

D., Pre.’l.

spring term of this institution will commence
Monday, March 13, and continue thirteen weeks.
The Musical Department will be under the direction
of Prof. L. A. Torrens.
F. A. ROBINSON. Secty.
R. W. SOULE, Steward.
febl6 eod3w
Kent’s Hill, Feb. 14th, 1882.
The

owners or

lots,

play

Society.

Jan27

be closed.

variety.

dollars and upwards, then remaining unpaid in the
Hills committed to me in 1881, together with the
names of the persons assessed therefor.
H. W. HERSEY, Treas. and Coll.
feb27-dtd
Portland, Feb’y 25, 1882.

Seminary and
College.

Maine Wesleyan

a

230 MIDDLE STREET.
eodtf

Warden,
Alderman, three Common Conncilmen,
Clerk and two City Constables; also for three SuperCommittee.
School
intending
The polls on such dav of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall

You are also required to give notice to said inhabitants, that the Aldermen of said city will be in
open session at the Aldermen’s Room, in City Building from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoou, and
from two to five o'clock in the afternoon on each
of the four secular days next preceding such day of
election, for the purpose of receiving evidence of

PALMER,

streets.

We have just received and opened as elegant a line of All Wool Black Dress
Goods, Wool Brocades, Black Biarrizy,
Henriettas. Drap D’Almas, Brocade Satins, Black Bhadames, Black Silks, Colored Rhadames and Colored Silks as has
ever been shown in Portland.

it.

former price, 2.00.
Ladies’ and Gents’ CANADIAN
Overshoes, 2.50, former price,
3.00.
Ladies’ first quality Rubbers, all
widths and sizes, .40.
In addition to these GREAT BARGAINS, we have a line of standard goods to sell at the same reduced prices. Come and see.

duly

Monday, the Sixth day of March next,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
then and there to give in their votes for Mayor, one
a

To

EDUCATIONAL

only 35 cents.
of
lot
Children’s
One
J
School Boots, small sizes,
Handsewed, 5.00, former price,
only 50 cts. worth $1.00.
7.50.
One
lot Men’s fine Calf
lot Men’s Buckle Arctics, 1.50,
former price, 2.00.
Boots, $3.00 worth $4.50
lot Men’s Congress Arctics, 1.00, One lot Men’s Cong, and Bals

hereby notified to
city
qualified
meet in their respective Ward Rooms, on

City

feb24dtd

Portland

former price, 1.50.
Ladies’ pebble goat button boots,
2.00, former price, 2.75.
Ladies’ serge button, nice, 1.25,
former price, 2.25.
Ladies’ serge button, Burt’s 2.75,
former price, 4.00.
Misses’ Grain button, for school,
1.25, former price, 1.50.
Children’s Grain button, for school
1.00, former price, 1.25.
1 lot Infants’Boots, .25 former
.50.
ot Children’s Boots, .50 former
irice, 1.00.
ot Men’s French Calf Congress

are

February 18th,’,1882.feb20 dtd

One of the drawbacks of married life is sickness of the little ones. For a Cold or Cough
you cannot find a better remedy than Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup.
Nearly all physicians
prescribe it and no family should be without

Widows’ Wood

to

Aldermen of the City
PURSUANT
Electors of said

at

s

Goods, he.
F. O. BAILEY, A CO.,'Auctioneer*.

227 Middle St.

Ladies’ cork sole Side Lace Boots,
$3.00, former price, 5.00
Ladies’ French Kid Side Lace
Boots, 3.25, former price, 5.00.
Ladies’ Cura Kid side lace Boots,

STATE OF MAINE.

City Clerk.

tou.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

To the Electors of the City of Portland ;

The

2Vi o’clock, at Mr».

27,
MONDAY,
ONDrydeu
Store, No. 625 Congrers Street, Faaey

Less than Cost

M. G.

________

CITY

(llw

FINE BOOTS

1

CAR 33.

A

GOODS

BY AUCTION.

P.
W.
GOSS.
Little.
Shoes & Hubbers.

Millett &

1

i

re-

FANCY

{irice

SATURDAY.

WEDNESDAY.
and

LABGE

THBEE

Two Gold Band China
Tea Sets.

sale of

Gnipnre Hambnrgs-

•

FRIDAY.

TUESDAY.

Business Troubles.

The house of M. Kobinson, in West
was burned Thursday.

We have just received a full line of
Swiss and French Embroideries and

2.75, former price, 3.75.
Ladies’ French Kid side lace boots,
5.00, former price, 6.50.
Ladies’flannel lined slippers, 1.00,

chance.

0. W. ALLS*

Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
oetddtt
m.
Consignments solicited.

The above are Freuch Damask nearly
2 yards wide, and are an extra bargain

feb25

It being postively the EAST lor THIS VISIT and that every book
in the store right and left (with the exception of a few odd volumes
will be

citizens hare felt a sensitiveness when de*
vote in the ballot box at the polls
in consequence of being obliged to run the
guantlet of a horde of spies who crowd around
the ballot boxes to record the deposit of each
ticket. Such persons are usually mounted

AKOUSTOOJt

1000 yards Colored Silks in pieces
from 5 yards to 15 yards each.
We have marked these goods
cheap to close them ont.
700 yards Cheney Bros, best quality Black Silk, Regular price
$2.00 per yard, for $1.25 per
yard. This lot in pieces from
10 yards to 18 yards.
We also offer 1 Case of Bleached
Table Damask, in remnants from
2 1-2 yards, 3 yards, 3 1-2 yards
in length,at $1.00 per yard; regular goods $1.50 and 75c.

FOR ONLY THIS WEEK,

positing their

ported

and

99 cts.
Present Free
99 cts.
Present Free

18 Exchange 81.

Feb.

FRIDAY MORNING, FEB. 23,

ICE .TIE II BE It that this great clearance sale will continue

our

are

a

Present Free

and in fact a general clearance out at 99 cts.
per volume, and a present free
witli every book.

fw*,,1vu

The following failures for last week

and

Bulwer’s Works,

The Privacy of the Ballot.
n

a

Arundel Poets, (Gilt.)

llr.

99 cts.

•

And

.....

Geo, Eliot’s JWorks,

E. La Moss is painting the scenery for
the new version of “The Frozen Deep,” which
manager Frank Curtis is to bring out in the
theatre, with Mr. Joseph Wheelock in the
leading part, on March 13. The work of dramatizing Wilkie Collins’ story is being done by
Mr. Townsend Percy of the New York Star,
and the play, so far as it has progressed, is
highly spoken of by all who have read it. It
it is a saccess, it is not unlikely that Mr.
Wheelock will star in it next season.
Mitchell's Pleasure Party in “Our Goblins,”
at Portland Theatre, March 6th and 7th.
Gus Williams in “Wanted, a Carpenter,” at
Portland Theatre, March 4th, 10th and 11th.
At the West Falmouth band meeting for
choice of officers, Wednesday, the following
were elected:
Josiah Morrill, President; B.
F. Lunt, Secretary and Treasurer; F. A. Merrill, Leader; B. F. Lunt. agent.

Amiuiii—nguuuub

volume,

one

volume,

2 novels in one

Cooler’s Works,

99°

WONDER!

Roe’s Works,

Bridgton—E. R. Staples, general store, sold

to C. F. Lothrop & Co.
Calais—Fred Waterson & Co., drugs, sold to
W. E. McAllister.

AND

next.

Toilet

Business Changes.

BEHOLD

NOTES.

nations were made:

Moderator—Liberty B. Dennett.
Selectmen—George Libby, E. J. Pinkham,
Joseph H. Hutchings.
Treasurer and Collector—Daniel D.Chenery.
Supervisor of Schools—C. B. Varney.
School Committee—Andrew Hawes, H. A.
Hart, Dr. C. W. Foster, provided the town

Every Book at 99 cte.

99®

Kalearttn
V. O. BA1LKY,

Regular

Witnessed,

course.

The numbers for the Ideal’s performance of
Pinafore, will be given out at 7 o’clock, and
the tickets at 9 o’clock. Only six tickets will
be fold to one peison.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

opportunity of patronizing the

and in order that all may participate in the following unparalleled
list of presents I will sell (with the exception of a very few selections
of miscellaneous stock)

93 COMMERCIAL STREET,

Treasurer—Stephen Hinkley.

one an

Greatest Gift Book Sale Ever

dancing with music by Chandler’s full orchestra and promenade music by Glover’s hand.

iun.

REMNANTS.

4 LITTLE
MY LASTWEEKIN PORTLAND ilLLElT
516 Congress Street,

his

March Dividends.
Coupons on bonds of the towns of Corinna
and Dexter will be paid at the National bank
Eastern
of Redemption, Boston, March 1st.

VICI.

And in order to still
conquer and retain PUBLIC FAVOK, I
have determined to make A GENUINE MARK DOWN of my
ENTIRE STOCK for this

Peasant..Suppe

CUMBERLAND

was

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

more

Concert Polka, “Two Friends,” Glover’s Band Loses
The bands will then unite and play the
selection from “William Tell.” This will be
the feature of the evening and is sure to dothe audience. After the concert will be

UUUXOIDUVV-

leading Democrats, and

vTdT

VENI.

be the programme:
Overture to “Tampa” (by special request),.. .Heroic!
Gallop Brilliant, Chandler’s Band.Metcal

diplomas.
1/CUJUvl ULIV/

A

liam Buxton.
citizens’

chandler’s concert.
closing concert will be given ft City
Hall to-morrow night. Glover’s band will appear as well as Chandler’s. The following will
The

Lee, Mumford,
Murray, Gaizel, Holmes and Buckley. We
have had some good little men in Roach, Rathhome, Blake, Lyons and others I might name,
but they were driven out of rowing by the odds

in

Brief Jottings.
Pleasant day

much
a light man will learn
than a heavy mas,'and, in the junior
events, that fact would counterbalance the ad'
vantage on the other side. Not so in subee"
quent races, however, as the large man, hav-

quicker

the build of

SALES.

AUCTION

MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

_

by

have barred many from the

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

BOUNCED.

Republicans!

Atteutiou

14_

DR.

in

or

rent.

For Instruments

the best manner

Hastings,

St., Portland, Me.

AT

C.

K. HAWES'

7IIDDI £ ST.,
Portland, Maine.
Cornets from $10 to $75, with fine cases. Illus-

177

sets
trated. Catalogues sent free by mail.
of Instruments furnished and at lowest market rates

Complete

dlmo

Jan28

dSmo

_

CLARK,

HomoeopatMst.

Clocks
Genuine Peep o’ Day Alarm
ONI.Y »d.OO, AT
McKESSEY’S SEW JEWELRY STORE,
febO-dlm

347

COSUBItSS STRKKT

ODD FELLOW’S BUILDING.
Thankful for many favors of tbo past, t shall bo
pleased to receive all of my old, and a large number of new patrons.
janO dtf

The Urges! Stock of Clocks iu
the city, wholesale and retail, at
McKESSEY’S Mew Jewelry Store,
febO-dlm

347 CON«JBKNIS STRKKT.

X

PRESS.

IE

!

A Poem That Will

[Of Mr. Longfellow’s poems, repeated
wherever there is an English tongue to speak,
than “My
many may be cf more poetic value
Lost Youth;’’ hut no other of the splendid

he has made to literature can so command
interest to-day. The poem, though not so
subjective, is as exquisite a work of imagination as “The Lost Bower” of Mrs. Browning.]

gifts

PLAIN SILKS, .70 worth 1.00.
LOT DRESS GOODS, .121-2 worth .25
than halfprice,
LOT CLOAKINGS, less
“
DRESS BUTTONS.
VELVETEENS and CORDUROYS, half price.
WOOL HOSE,
CHILDREN’S

our

Often I thiBk of the beautiful town
That is seated by the sea;
Often iu thought go up and down
The pleasant streets of that dear old town,
And my youth comes back to me.
And a verse of a Lapland song
Is haunting my memory still:
“A boy’s will Is the wind’s will.

And the thoughts of youth

are

lines

long, long thoughts.

Tliis is not

And

.And the voice of 'hat wayward song
Is singing and saying still:
"A t.oy’s will Is the wind’s will.
the thoughts of youth are long, longthonghts.

alum or phosphate powders.
Soldonlu in cans. Roy At. Baking PowdkB Co.,
New

are

are

long, long thoughts.”

long, long thoughts.”

longings

There are things of which I may not speak;
There are dreams that cannot die;
There -re thoughts that make the strong heart

weak,
And bring
a

thoughts.”

Strange to me now are the forms I meet
When 1 visit the dear old town;
But the native air is pure and sweet,
And the trees that o’ershadow each well known
street,
As they balance up and down,
Are Binging the beautiful song,
And

Are sighing and whispering still:
“A boy’s will is the wind’* will,
the thoughts of youth are long, long

thoughts.”

And Deering’s Woods are fresh and fair,
And with joy that is almost pain
My heart goes back to wander there,
And among the dreams of the days that were,
I find my lost youth again.
And the strange and beautiful song,
The groves are repeating it still;
“A boy’s will is the wind’s will,
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts.”

__

or

glass.

Wit and Wisdom.
men

Lot

LADIES’
Winter Boots at cost.
Goat Button that must
room for Spring Goods.

have gone on their way

larity and sale is unprecedented.
They supply a need long felt and must become a
household remedy. Just thiuk—to be cured in a
few weeks of these terrible nervous troubles and
awful suffering from Sick Headache, Neuralgia and
Dyspepsia, and the nervous system put in a natural
and healthy condition, destroying the possibility of
Paralysis, Angina Pectoris and sudden death, which

off so many noble men and women ini be
full tide of life and usefulness.
This simple remedy of Extract of Celery Seed and
Chamomile Flowers, combined in the form of pills,
is a boon to humanity It has saved the lives of thousands of nervous, headaching children in our schools
and out every year. No nervous person or sufferer
from Headache Neuralgia, Dyspepsia or Paralysis
will do th-mselves justice until they try them.
is

1U

ItD

DR. J. W. BENSON’S

puuiatj UDj^vva

Popularity.

Few readers of illustrated works

Thomas’ Eclectric Oh. has obtained great
popularity, from its intrinsic value as a relia"
ble medicine, in curing hoarseness, and all irritations of the throat, diseases of the chest,
etc.

For these it is an

in

Sanford’s Eadical Cure
INSTANHY RELIEVES
The most violent Sneering or Head Colds, clears the
head as by magic, stops watery discharges from the
nose and eyes, prevents ringing noises in the head
cures Nervous Headache ana subdues Chills and
Fever.

IN CHRONIC CATARRH
It eluoncu Hip n«kfia.1 nfhKftfurAS nf foul miii'iia.
rp~
BtoreB the senses of smell, taste and hearing when
affected, frees the head, threat and bronchial tubes
of offensive, choking matter, sweetens and purities
the breath, stops the cough, and arrests the progress
of Catarrh toward Consumption.

would rather fight a seventy-four
gun frigate than catch mackerel. Bat times
have changed since wooden walls went out of
fashion, and the Queen Anno rage hasn’t
reached any navy yet except our own.—Bur-

A PL RELY BALSAMIC
Distillation of witch hazel, American pine, Canada
Sweet, safe,
fir, marigold, clover blossoms, etc.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Caeffective
tarrhal Solvent and one Dr. Sanford’s Inhaler, inone package, of all druggists, for §1. Ask for Sanford’s Radical Cure.
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, MasP.

lington Hawkeye.

Rescued from Death.
William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Mass,
says:— In the fall of 187(3 I was taken with
bleeding of the lungs followed by a severe
oougb. I lost my appetite and flesh, and was
confined to my bed. In 1877 1 was admitted to
the Hospital. The doctors said I had a hole in
a
my lung as big as a half dollar. At one time
report went around that I was dead. I gave
up hope, but a friend told me of DR. WILTHE
BALSAM
FOR
LIAM HALL’S
LUNGS. I got a bottle, when to my surprise,
I commenced to feel bettor, and to-day I feei
better than for three years past.
“I write this hoping every one afflicted with
Diseased Lnngs will take DR. WILLIAM
HALL’S BALSAM, and he convinced that
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. I can
positively say it has done more good than all
the other medicines I have taken Blnce mv
sickness.”

c.

WINES &
-FOB

DRIVINGHARNESS,

sequence of Self-

from

from

1

our pamphlet, which wo desire to
free by mail to everv one. JSr The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at »1 per package, or six packages for *.5
of the money, by
er will be scut free by mail on receipt
addressing
GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Mein Stmt, EcrrxLO, N. Y.

|

MgSSdlyr

S'r "-'

.-..

Congress Bt.,

lungs

■ from

$25.00

from

$40.00

up.

feb25

St.,

SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street

0. ANDREWS.
COUNSELLOR

W. It.

1

Harness,

the

system.

eotttf

SHOE

THE

DEALER.

ANTHOiNK,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,
48 Exchange

St.

6.35

m., 2.50 p. m.j

a.

Hkowhegan,

8 20

a.

m.,

2.40 p. m.j Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.66, flO.OO
p. m.j and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Angnstm,
6.00 a.m 10.10a. m., 2.46p.m., 110,66 p.m.;
Uardimer, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m., 8.07 p. m.,
HI.14 p. m. Bath, 6.66 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
4.36 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Keckland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 d. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a. m., 4.16 p. u. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a, m.j Winthrop 10.26
as
follows: The
a. m. being dne In Portland
morning trains from Angnsta and Bath,
8.36 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
1.06 p.
and
connecting
The afternoon trains from Wstervlllo.
m.
Rook
land
and
Lewiston
at 6.40
Bath,
Angnsta,
p.m. TheNigkt Pnllmas Express train at 1.60
a.

m.

t Sleeping Cars attaehed, ran daily, Snndays included, Detween Boston and Maine Central R. R.

BBjON BRADBURY,

AT

84

only.

LAW,

Exchange

Street

NATHAN 3i HENRY B. CLEAVES,
OOUNELLOBS

AT

LAW,

30 Exchange Street

t Rons through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, bnt not Monday. Does
not ran to Dexter, Belfast or Bncksport, Sunday
morning.
Limited Tickets flrsl and secnad class fnr
9'. John and Halifax on sale at reduced

Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.

COBB,

O.

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
81 yt Exchange Street

dec 2

0

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

172 Middle Street.
J. H. FOGG,

C
I

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
42bb Exehsmre Street.

M. P. FRANK,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
199

H

CLARENCE HALE,

U
r.

AARON B. HOLDEN,

I

SETH L. LARRABEE,

COUNSELLOR AT

Mddl Street.

LAW,

93 Exchange Street

COUNSELLOR

AT LAW,
399% Congress Street

L

COUNSELLOR

I

LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

AT

P. J. LARRABEE,

l

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
199 Middle

Street.

J. J. LYNCH,

jL

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

I

L

COUUSELLORS

LAW,
176 Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

I

AT

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

L

61% Exchange Street.
WILBUR F. LUNT.

I

L

ATTORNEY

AT

LAW,
Post Office Bnildin

P. MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR

AT

U

LAW,
31% Exchange S

BHstrong
■of
■destroying
.■ingthdCAUSR,

Conbo-jH
gs||
^B

STIFF

B

FRANK W. ROBINSON,
COUNSELLOR AT

COUNSELLOR

W

PA.

KOTZSCHMAR,
PIANO, ORGAN

E.

over

f
"

Edwards & Walker’s
store, from
loFeb.'Arib.
dtf

Hardware
F<b.4lb

x__

«. K. FRESHMAN * BROS.

Advertising Agents,
USB VI

FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI

Music Store.

PENNELL,

m

dec6

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Face Grubs,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizzioess, Loss of
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver.
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Bloed Bitters will satisfy the most
is the

Greatest Blood

Purifier

en

Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxlleld,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD, Snpt.
dee3 dtf

Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

Freight

.M.W&Fly
NET.

PER

RUM TEETH, 910.

$1.

PLAIN

m.,

3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
9.86 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.

and

Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.03, 6.00 and (mixed)
•6.30 p. m.
The 1.03 p. m. tiain from Portland oonneots at
Ayer Jane. with Hoosac Tnnnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Springfield, also with N. Y. A N. E. R.
R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadel.

bin, Baltimore,
A Albany
8oath and with BostonWashington,
the Weet.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. K., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points Sonth and West, at
Depot ofiees and at I’oilma ft Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
•
Does not stopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Tlcke„ Agent.
f. Supt.
GEO. P. WEdec3dtf

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

Port land,

Maine.
eod d2m

3

-BETWEEN-

New

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

foot
and

CELLULOID
EYE

the best

AND THIRD AND BERKS 81%.

Express Trains,
Be

Track, Stone Balias

buy ticket.(.t any railroad
boat oltfoe In New England) vie

.ure la

ROUND

BROOK

or

—JJTD—

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From
Wharf,

tfogtan, 8 p,
Long
From Pine S.reet Wharf,
Philadelphia, at If a. m
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R., and Soith
connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
■wage Eight Dollars. Baand Trip 813,
Meals and Room inclnded.
m.

S

197 Middle Street.
-odtf

eodfim

FISTULA AND

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
SI05 WASHINGTON ST.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowoet
Contract Prices. Any information cheertully given
and estimates promptly famished.
File of the Pkksh Kent for inspection at any time
Estimates furnished.
Send for Circular.
A List of 100 ehoice newspapers.

PILESi

WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) anil
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D., Harvard 4876.) have

associated themselves together at 41 Somerset street,
Boston, and give especial attention to the treatment
or FISTUIA, PII.EH, AND ALL D1SEANKN OF THE RECTUM,without detention frem husiness.

DODD’S

Abundant

answered.

Freight or Passage apply to
C. B. SAMPSON, Agent,

For

d*831

IO Loss

references given.

Office hours—12 to 6 o’clock J\ M.

Correspondence
feblO eod3m

8. R.

NILES,
Advertising Agent,

919

BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in all
cities and towns of tbs United States and the
British Provinces.

Winter

-•

t

-"V

Islands,

New

Zealand

and

Australia.

Tie

new an
splendid
OB the 10th, 20th

steamers sail from New
end 80th of each month

York
carrying passengers and freight for San Fraaoiaoo
as below.
S. S. City of Para, Feb. 20 | 8. S. Colon,... March 1
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
March 10.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest lafor
matlon, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C.L. BARTLETT A CO.,
113 State Street, eet. Bread St., Beaten.
or to W. D. LITTLE A 00.,
81 Exchange st.. Portland.
]«88dtf

BUSINESS CARDS.

STEPHEN

BERRY,

awl (gabel

$cok; Job

^iwdeb;

JOST * MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
1A

market ttqnare. Portland.

Price* reasonable and satisfaction

Je2

guaranteed.

dir

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY.

Book Binders.
WH. A. QUINCY, Been, 11, Printer,
Exchange No, 111 Exchange Street,

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BABOCB, 33 Cress St., Pertland
me.
a—asms—nss^wa—^m^m——aasn—somea———a

ESTATE.

REAL

FOR SALE.

FAR11
x

nave a

larin

suuaiou

m

me

Yarmouth, on the Freeport Road—about Vz mile from the
Falla-containing 56 acree of land,
well divided into Tillage, Paature
Town of

with 2

acree

of Marsh.

There 1*

a

young and thrifty orchard upon the place containing 110 trees, lost beginning to bear. Good buildings, with a never failing supply of water. Good
soil, easily worked, free from rocks, splendidly loThis is one of
cated and handy to a good market.
the best farms in the Town and very desirable to
any one wishing a farm. I will sell or exchange
tor real estate situated In Portland on faverable
terms. If not sold on or before April 9th, I will be
prepared to “Lease” for a term of years. Reason
for selling—I have other bnsiness and cannot attend
to it. For terms Ac., address or apply to W. H.
GREEN, No. 34 Emery St., Portland Me.
feb21 dtf
February 20th, 1882.

Stores 67 and 69 Exchange Street
A RE offered for sale, to close an estate. The eon-V tral location of this property makes it desirable for a broker, or the Insurance business. It may
be had on favorable terms. Apply to J. I>. Fessenden, Adm’r., or fm, H. Jerris, Real Estate Agent.
d3w°
feblS

WANTS.
_

The

LEWISTON,

Steamer

S.,

feb24d2t

Arrangements.

Commencing November 25th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
CHARLES DEERING,
Matter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland,
every
Eriday

evening,at 11.13o’olook,for Bocklnnd, Cos*
tine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. So. West Harbor, Bar Harbor, Millbridge, Jones port
and Machiasport.
Betnrning, leaves Machiasport, every Mon
day Morning, at 4.30 o’cloek, touching as above,
arriving In Portland about midnight, eonneotlng
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
Connects

at
Rockland with
Sanford B. 8.
steamers for Belfast, Bangor and
River
for
also
with
steamer
Green’s
Landings;
Landing,
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with atage for Bine Hill.

Go.

TE D.—Men and Women to sell that touch
ingly beautiful picture, “GatSeld sod
hie Faasilv,” including the five children and the
aged Mother, all very artistically and lovingly
grouped at twilight hoar the last Sabbath at tbelr
Mentor home. Apply in person or write Mrs. J. N.
MARSH, General Agent, 84 Quebec St., Portland
Me. Mrs. Marsh is also general agent for a*Th«
toadies of the While House.” and desires a
few more canvassers for this very popular work.
febl6
dtf

WAN

FOR SALE
FOR SALE.
STOCK and fixtures of a first-class groeery
and provision store, sitnated in the eastern
of
the
part
city, doing a good business. Good reasons for selling.
Address for 30 days GROCKR,
care letter carrier No. 3.
feb 3 dim*

THE

Coming West,

TO LET.

onnects at Rockland Monday with Sanford S. 8.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
Nov. 23, 1881.
nov23-dtf

Baltimore, Norfolk

&

Washington

TO LET.
HOUSE to let on Cumberland St., 341, in firstclass repair. Inquire at 31 Pine St.
dtf
feb9

A

Steamship Line,
will sail

JOHN HOPKINS.
WM. LAWKEiMJE,
ALLEGH ANb Y,

one

TO

of their first-class

steamships

TENNESSEE,
FLORIDA,

MISSISSIPPI,

By Va.,
ding given
ington st.

CAROLINAS,
ALABAMA,

i o Let.
to le
of W. L

WINDOW
quire

Portland, Me.

and ARKANSAS,
Tens. & Ca. Air Line. Bills of Laby C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Wash-

No. 228

3an271mo

P. FULLER, 208 Fore Street.

No. 23 Market Square. In
AMES, No. 22 Market Square
dev2Udtf

Brief Extra ts from Testimonials

By Atlantic Coast Line and Meaboard Air
Uue. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,

Agent,

LET.

No. 86 Brown Street, formerly occupied
by Dr. Locke, is in thorough repair, has 8ewater and heated by steam. Apply to AUG.

HOUSE
bago

WM. CRANK.
L>. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

eyery WEDNESDAY and SATURD4Y,
at 3 o’clock, P. My from Central Wharf, Boston,

-FOR—

Washington st.

Washington,

D.

C-,

and

Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETS to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through T icketa to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
306 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 second class, including meals
and berths.
E. SAMPSON, Gen. Agent) 53 Central
Wharf, Bouton.
nov2-dtf

DOMINION LINE.

| ftLSS, ”55

The steamers of

H. P. BALDWIN,
Agent 0. R. R. of N. J.

this

Line will

during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
Si Liverpool. The vessels are Clyde
built, full powered and have superior accommodafcrun

3rj

tickets
of

cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
issued at reduced rates to those desirous

are

bringing out

their friends.

Dates of

sailing

from

Portland to Liverpool.
BKOOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.2d March.
ONTARIO, Capt Williams.16th Feb.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th March.
xlATES OF TASS AGE.

CHANGE OF TIME.
On and utter Nondny, December 5tb, 1881,

Cabin. $50.00 Gold.
$90.00 Gold.
Cabin return.
For passage, &c„ apply to DAVID TORRANCE
Grand
Trunk
& CO., General Agents,
Freight Offidec5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

Maine Steamship Company.

9.45 p. m.—For Fabyau'a and Intermediate sta-

Franconia
Steamers Eleanors andFranklin

burg.

tions.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11 .OO a. m.—From Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
0.00 p. m.—From Burlington and Swanton.
J. HAMILTON. 8np*t.
dec&dtf
Portland. Deo. 3, 1881.

W. W. SHARPE Ac CO..

Advertising A rents,
NEW

VOBH

written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free ofe *
The leading Daily and
ekly Newspapers of tn
United States and Canada, kept on flit for the accom-

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
from

prominent Professional Men.

Caroline R.Winslow, ill. D.,
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
Its eiTect
I am a physically regenerated woman.
has been magical. I esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.
Clayton Keith, !B. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the mujelos, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.
llotalio Cones, iTl. D.,
Yetc York.
I am fully satisfied with your machine anu its effects.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE STREET.
novbdtf
YTOTICE IN HEREBY GIVEN, that
XI the subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of

LEAVING PORTLAND
8.95 u. m.—For all itatlone, through to Burlington, Swnnton, Monirenl nnd Ogdrn.-

modation of Adverti.ers.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

one

tion for

Advertisements

ludwick

STEAMBOAT CO.

Washington Street, Boston.
Gen. Pan.

FOR

Jjfca

WANTED.

NEW ENOLANB AOEKCV,

mbRRdtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO

Portland, Bangor & Machias ONEintogood
Carpenter,
good Millwright, to go
the country seventy miles, good wage*.
Address F. M.
Preble House with references.

ROUTE.

FARE,

9 PARK BOEV,

TREMONT ST.,

Wharf, Boston

iteam

Until farther notloe pasiengor train!
will ran ae follows:

gep28

Leave Railroad Wharf,
every
street,
Monday,

State

of

Tharsdav, at 0 p. in., for Eastport ana
St. John, with connections for Calais, Bobbinston,
St. Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock,
Grand Menan, Digfcy, Annapolis, Yarmoath,
Windsor, Halifax, .Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Piotou, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswiok and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Connties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InEy Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circnlais, with Exonrelon Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company's Office, 40 Exchange St.. T. C. HER.
SEY President, and Manager
nov24dtf

Potomac ». B. t’o. to

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Sc Reading B. JR..
NINTH AND OBEEI STREETS,

Double

Plii] adelpiila.
Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lints to
Charleston, H. C., Washington, B. C., and
nil Its 1 no Water Linns.
Through Rates and Bills Lading given from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and Information apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
15 State Street, Boston, Maw.

By Inland A Seaboard Coasting Co. and

WHY THE

Q
CLASSEJ

WEEK.

ON ANB AFTER MONBAY, NOV. 38th, Steamer.
of
thl. Line will

LOUISIANA,

E. B. &

febG

PER

TfMPS

VIRGINIA,
GEORGIA,

Bound Brook Route.

OLD COLONY BAIL.
BOAD.
Freight received and forwarded daily io FALL
BITER, there connecting with the Clyde Strawera, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

No. 37 Plum Street.

direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of

... Tort ..a ntuewa

P. W. LOCKWOOD,
‘ASS 1-2 HUDDLE STREET,

and the
R. R. for

onnectlon with

tOVLE, Jr., General Agent.

TWO

ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Dee. 3,
BK!!!5*!!^Sl88I, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.30 a. m.,
and
£^-~s»~^Porilaad
nn
■a-i.gj p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.46 p.

1.03 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco Rlrer.7.30 n. m., 1.08
m•. and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
lave Rochester at (mixed) 0.46 a. mu 11.22

BOSTON

FROM
In

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General manager.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent,
octlTiltf

Clinton, Ayer Jane., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Is.
ping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.03 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at

Mew

STEAMSHIP LINE

dtf

Francisco,

For

Philadelphia A
England

nsual.

as

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill wankee
Cincinnati, St. Louis,Omaha, Saginaw, St. Fanl, Salt Lake City,

Other Work in Proportion.
These Teeth are POSITIVELY OF THE VERY BEST
MATERIAL, on the Beit Rubber or Celluloid, and are equal
to any made in this city for
$20, We warrant them to be
a perfect fit, and satisfactory
in every particular. Call and
see specimen sets.

HATTER

taken

J. B.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

Portland andWorcester Line.

CLYDE’S

FARE $1.00.

PHILADELPHIA

Northwest, West and Southwest.

P. O. Bex 970.jan21dtf

Th» .avorite Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clook p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
OT Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Bail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.

To

San

J. L. FARMER, Agent,
No. ‘M Exchange Street.

Steamers!

Direct Steamship Line.

trial size. 10 Ceats.

W. I. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.

THE

Leave Canton for Portland and
Lewiston. 4.00 and 9.B0 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.

12.30

all points In the

Tickets outward and prepaid said at
lowest rate*.
Also Exchange ia £ Hireling; Kroner's
and BeichmarK* in sum* ta suit.
The patronage of all old friends and ticket purchasers Is solicited. Cabin plans, sailing schemes,
circulars, &o., to be seen, and all other information
given on application to

feb20dtf___

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

and

For the convenience of purchasers of Ocean Tickets, I have opened an office for the sale of such
tickets by nearly all the most prominent and popular steamship lines, of all classes, Cabin, Second
Cabin, Intermediate and Steerage, outward and
prepaid, to and from all parts of England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, France and Belgium, by the largest, best and
fastest steamers, over the safest and most comfortable route across the Atlantic ocean, thus combining speed, safety and comfort.

TIj

-AND-

earth.

FOSTER, MILBURN & CO., Prop’rj, Buffalo, N. Y.

COE,

dtf

nehec,

nmd

PASSAGE TICKEI OFFICE.

street.

74 EXCHANGE STREET

E.

pairs, ai.oo.

HAY FEVERa

St.,

HARMONY,

VOICE, SINGING IN ALL BRANCHES
Tenor Soloist, 98 Park Street

skeptical that it

Feb25

Exchange

Pullman Car Tickets for Menta and
Bertha aold nt Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Paasenger and Ticket Agent
D. W. SANBORN, Muter Transportation.

m.

REASONS

Catarrh, Hay Fe-

/'|f So. 276 Middle

m., and

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Br

ROBES.

realized by

has opened an office iu
and can be found

Chicago, Montreal

(mixed)

BUFFALO

results

Portland

AND

Stockbridge’s

&

a few
applications. A thorough treatment will

a\

Exchange St

PIANO AND ORGAN.

WOLF

heals the
restores the
taste and

F. II. KEHlsuI

Middle St.

MURRAY,

completely

DR

LAW,

Stockbridge’s Mnsle Store.

HORSE

ing healthy secretions,
allays inflain mation,
| protects the membrane
1 from additional
colds,

nov24

a.

For

TRUNKS,
BAGS,
GLOVES,

cleanses
Effectually
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, caus-

ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owcgo, N. Y.
d&wly48

AT

93

large variety of the new
Some Special
shapes.
Styles of onr own.

The Silk Hals have arrived for Yonng Gents

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

cure

40

m.

Denver,

81% Exchange St

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

HH.

HATS

ti
>11-T

ver, &c. Unequaled fo
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Aplittle
hm
n
the
mm
finger
b ■ m
ply by
into the nostrils. On
receipt of 50c will mail a package. For gale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists

LAW,
38 Eschange St

191

ROBES,

are

Pullman Parlor Care.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. and trains leaving Portland 8.45 a.
m.and 1.10 p. m,
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points West and
8outh may be had of J, M. Frenoh, TicketMaster,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office

m.

Gsrham, 8.30, 9.40

AT LAW

BYRON D. VERRILL,

U

KH.

SILK

nA/>«c^ai-v

smell jbeneficial

m.,

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.
AT

points.
Trains leave Boeton.

Exchange St

LAW,
34 Exchange Street

THOMAS & BIRD,
COUNSELLORS

ns.

m.

12.30 p.

NEW

18 RE.4 VER STREET,
NEW YORK.

sores and
sense
of

12.30, 3,16 and 6.00 p.

Gloucester, kockport,
and Boston, arrivlug at 1.16
p m.
for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro,
Saco,

At 8.30 a. nt. and arrive In Portland at 12.80 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (dally), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p.m.

PASSENGER OFFICES

LAP

nKlY^^H
^
iUZEJZ. S> flrtfl

a.

m

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a.

From
LAW.
93

AT

n

m.

From

p.

COUNSELLOR

BLANKETS,

]

DEPABTUBE8:
and Lewiston. 7.10

T R

Gorham, 7.80 a. in., 1. 80 and 6.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 80

a.

and Grocers.

—

lTth,

For

LAW.

100 Exchange St.

THOMAS B. REED,

ern

_

YORK

corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable ^decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps h superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over SO years duration in every
gectieu of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by ali Druggists

OCT.

run as

p.
AT

B

HATS,
A

WOLFE’S

and

after

C

Salem,

Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern ana West-

WINTER

dm.w&fswly^e

KovAvasA

Railway of Canada.

CHASGEOF TIME.

O OK

MUSIC TEACHERS

euxir.rb^B

nanat*al

Transfer Station. Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Sonin may be had of M. L. William., Ticket
Agent, Boston k Maine Depot, and at U'hien
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
8. H. STEVENS. Gen- Agent. Portland.
de«2
dtf

GAGE & STROUT

|H

ion

Trains on Boston & Maine road eonneet with all
steamers runing between Portland and Bangor,
Rookland, Mt. Desert, Maehlas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trank Station, and Maine Central
and Portland kOgdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minntes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,

LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

S8TBOUT,COUNSELLORS

medicineHg

novl7

Pine Point. Old Orchard Bench, and Keanebnnk,at 8.45 a.m. 8.30 and 5.30 p.m. (See
Note.) For Waco and Biddcford, at 8.45 a. m.
l. 10, 3.30 and 6.30 p. m. For Welle, at 8.46 a.
For
Norik Berm. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
wick, Salmon Fall., Great Fall., Dover,
Lawrence
and
Kxeter, Haverhill,
f.owell,
at 8.45 a. m., 1.10 and 3.80 p. ra. For New
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. Far
Roche.ter, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay,
a. m.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manche.ter
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a. m.;
(via Now Market Junction) at 3.80 p, m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebnnk for
Portland at 7.25.
HTNOTE-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not .top at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point, Old Orchard Beach, Kenneounk or Wells,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Parlor Cor. on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Seat, secured in advance nt
Depot Ticket OHce.
tS"Th» 1.10 p. m. train from Portland oenneets
with Sound Line Steamer, for New Fork
and all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train connects with all Bail X.ine. for New
Fork and the South and Weet.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
Bouton and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

nud

COUNSELLORS

At 1.10 p.

8.46 a.m. 1.10

MONDAY,
follows:
ON 1881, trains will

LAW,
119% Exchange St

& dyer,

Newburyport,
Lynn, Chelsea

(Express.) and 3.80 p. m., arriving at Boston at
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.80 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Scarborough Bench,
p. m.

COUNSELLOR AT

SPRING

gjjgj

§£
rag
ggg
|H

Dec.
Train,

LEAVE
PORTLAND
(fi^^gjwiu
-"-FOR RONTON At

JAMES O’DONNELL,

AT

special

at 6.30 a. m.
A
Sleeptng Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready until! 11
p. m.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth,
Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Keunebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

Romford Falls & Bockfleld

Meaday,

Grand Trunk

HENRY C. PEABODY,

T

NOBBY

after

For Aubura

P

STYLE

and

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,
86 Exchange St.

COUNSELLOR

ns.

RAILROAD

1881, PuMuer

JAMES 1). FESSENDEN,

f

a.

AWHA¥GFMF\T

On

Portland.

Doily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kenuebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
id

«--

WfNTFW

Exchange Street.

93

Trains leave
At

dtf

&~MJJNE

BOSTON

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

eodtf

feb25

|B
Itfacilitatesexpectoration. ■

opiate and astringent articles, which are
go drying a nature as to be In great danger of
ggS
the patient; whereas this
■ never dries or stops the cough, but, by remov-HH
the
hectic■
generally destroys
H> fore the cough is entirely gone.
piently, when the cough is enred the patient
is well. Send address for pamphlet giving
full directions for cure of pulmonary diseases. BB
Price 35 cts., 50 cts., and £1.00 per bottle.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
HRSHY JOUXSOBf k LORD, Props., Burlington,ft.

up.

Head of Portland

LAW,
Middle Street.

AT

188

Spring easy. It snpports the strength ami at tholgjB
grab same time reduces the fever. It in free from
Sal

up.

Jas. G. McGIauflin,
61 l'reble

AS.

M

It heals the ulcerated surfaces
B
Jfc,-:. and relieve? the cough and makes the breath-■

HARNESS,

Double Team

send

ggjf-Sotd Portland, by Fred- A, Tamer,m
and oco*? $■ Stone, cor. Congress and Green otic

$18.00

EXPRESS

ND

The following are members of tbe Cumberland
Bar Association:

MC.

and inflamation from
^■irritations
the|H
to the surface, and Anally expel them
■

BY—

SON, Importers,

HARNESS.

MARK

ay F„n particulars in

■r”=

pulse
Q qnent, the cheeks flushed and chillsmore comBBmnn. This Elixir in curing the above com-Sm
IjSplaints, operates so as to remove all morbid |||S

LIQUORS

SAIB

r

LAWYERS.

SION OF THE GOLD BOOT.

mm

AFTER TAEIRG.
lEFORETAIIRa.—X”^
Premature Grave.

tn

cough is more observable, but rat her d»y; then
gE
O becomes local fever and the
more fro-

PACKAGES,

ORIGINAL

Abuse; as Lota of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Aire, and many 4
other Diseases that
■

p
is not incurable, if properly attended to.—
mO Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
SB slight irritation of the membrane which covers
grathe Lungs; then an inflamation, w hen the EE

of all kinds, in the

’Weakness.
Impotency, and all
Diseases that follow

a« a

CONSUMPTION

IMPORTED

IIMI'DREST., PUItTI.ANU HI*

f"TRADE
for^

t

credulous that

w

dTh&M2w

feb23

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
cure

At 421 CONGRESS STREET,

m

rJ

pmum

AN

symptoms, and t^e cure—vizsl

^ invariably manifested,convincing the most in- zj*

Gentle,yet Effective, united
with HeaiiDg Balsam, render

COLLINS’ VOTAIC PLASEBS one hundred times superior to all other plasters
for every Pain, Weakness and
Price
25
Inflammation.
cent*. Sold everywhere.

Stephen, 9.45 a. m.j Bncksport,
6. p. m,: Bangor, 7.16 a. m., t7.46
p.m.; Dexter,7.06 a. m.,4.40p. m.j Belfast,

From

H0
every Fpecie3
oppression
Cliestf_
m2 and Lungs. In all ci«.- es where this Elixir has
£ been duly administered its efficacy has been

ooLUiys- ELECTRICITY

R. STANLEY &

Seminal

Medium and fine Goods in all the leading style*.
Gents’ Jersey goods.
Gents’ Cloth Top, Button and Congress.
Gents’ Imitation Lace Congress Cloth Top.
Gents’ Congress Boots only $2.00.
Gents’ Balmorals only $2.00.

SCHNAPPS.

privateer

^unfailing

GENTLEMEN’S

Schiedam Aromatic

feeble

You want to remember, however, brethren,
that the Monroe doctrine was invented about
the time the American sailor was just knocking the eveiiastiDg splinters out of everything
that could float on blue water, and a Yankee

TRAD!

Vamp Kid Button $2.50. $3.00 and $3.75.
Widths, AA, A. B, C and D. Ladies' Kid
Cloth Top
Button $1.60 and $2.00.
Button a specialty, all widths and sizes.

Low

N, H. DOWNS

Hln3uenaa,
Spitting Blood, Bronchitis
and
of the
of

CATARRH

A Rhode Island man was frightened into a
case of small pox when he hadn’t even boen
exposed. In that state imagination will also
make a bank cashier believe that he owns all
the funds in the bank.—Detroit Free Press.

CIVIL BNQINBKR

Bray

B Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, j
B Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness, j

appreciate

health, I cordially recommend them.
J. C. Stoetzel,
683 Fulton St., Chicago, 111.

The Great EngMARKllB,h rrledy-

LADIES’

SB

Gentlemen—Y'our Hop Bitters have been of
great value to me. I was laid up with typhoid
fever for over two months and could get no re
To those
lief until I tried your Hop Bitters.
any one

Genuine Donga Kid Button, the Boots for your
wile troublesome joints.

M,W,F ly

•

Hi the cause, the

paper, for which the engraver is to re
ceive four hundred dollars, and the designer
also a large sum additional. Yet we believe
the publishers are justified in such expense by
the appreciation of the American public for
really first-class work.

_

THE

is purely vegetable:
Egg thoThis valuableofmedicine
which was the result
BHI
discovery
of|
H many years’ close study, in order to discover a

partment of Household Deooration, in the

See the Wasp. He has Pretty Yellow Stripes
around his Body and a Darning Needle in his
Tail. If you will Pat the Wasp under the
Tail we will give you a nice Picture Book.—
Denwer Tribune.

8.16 a. m., 2.46 p. in.; Hi.
m., 9.00 p. m.; Uonlion, 9.00

a.

m.; Hi.
б. 30 a. m.,

O. JORDAN,

cents.

ELIXIR 1882—1882

same

Table.

Halifax,

а.

B.

I

Vegetable Balsamic

expense attendant on really fine enSome of the best work of this kind
The picture
can be 6eon in "Our Continent.”
on the first page of the third number cost for
the engraving alone two hundred and fifty dollars, while one will shortly appear in the de-

No tidings have been received from Stanley,
It is rumored
the explorer, for two years.
that he did not go to Africa, but that he joined
the New York police force and has gone to
sleep on his beat.—Williamsport Breakfast

or

I

heavy
gravings.

incomparable pnlmonic.

From

J.ha, 8.16

General Ocean Steamer

MOSDAT, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

Belfast and

Skowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m., $11.15 p.
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.55
p. m.. 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Aognsta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Richmond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m.,12.55 p.
m., 6.15 p. m.. tll.16 p. m.j Rath, 7.00 a. m.
12.55 p. m., 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.56 p.
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m..
m.:
6,06 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.16 p. m.; Farmington, Phillips,
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Readfleld, West Waterville and North
Aunou, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

msamuu^uw mm,

the

•

suffering from debility

°cl7

The Continent.

_

lSOWi Middle Street,

g

tan and freckles, and is the BEST toilet
two
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put up,
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggists have it. Brice $1. per package.
CHAS. N. CRITTENTON, 116 Fulton St. New
York City, sole agent for Dr. C. \V. Benson’s remedies, to whom all orders should be addressed.

000; Mackey, §50,000,000; Crocker, §50,000,000;
John Rockafeller, of the Standard Oil Company, §40,000,000; C. P. Huntington, §20,000,000;
D. O. Mills, §20,000,000; Senator Fair, §30,000,
000; ex-Governor Stanford, §40,000,000; Russell Sage, §15,000,000; J. R. Keene, §15,000,000; S. J. Tilden, §15,000,000; E. D. Morgan,
§10,000,000; Samuel Sloan, §10,000,000; Commodore Garrison, §10,000,000; Cyrus W. Field,
§10,000,000; Hugh J. Jewett, §5,000,000; Sidney Dillon, §5,000,000; David Dows, §5,000,000
J. DeNavarro, §5,000,000; John W. Garrett,
§5,000,000; W. W. Astor, §5,000,000.

Age—There is a story o*
contained in the “Book of
not
Kings.” Two of his court damsels had a row
Solomon looked kindly and
as to precedence.
said, “Bet the oldest go first,” and the damsels
embraced and went in together with entwined

Rubbers all first quality, 25,40 and 60
Widths S, N, M, and F.

removes

it is a singular list oi names mat ionow mat
of Vanderbilt in this catalogue. We take each
at his reputed valuation: Jay Gould, §100,000,-

Precedence and

300 pairs of Ladies’ Pebble
be sold in order to make
Widths AA, A, B, C and D.

SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLE8 and
TENDER ITCHINC Son all parts of the
body. It makes the skin white, soft and smooth;
M
0

history.

Solomon

aims—Quiz.

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMOR8, M
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
g
g
g ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
5
*
AND
HAIR
SCALP,
8 DISEASES OF

Dukes of Bedford, Westminster, Argyll, and
Buccleuch, who inherited their great estates—
Vanderbilt’s property has been accumulated in
two generations, and most of it within thirty
years. The case stand s without a parallel in

An invaluable strengthener for the nerves,
muscles, and digestive organs, producing
strength and appetite, is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

3

Is Warranted to Cure

^

He could buy any of the Rothschilds, and still be the richest man in the world
And unlike the rich men in England—the

spiritual message than au exquisite fragment
of Venetian glass.—Oscar Wilde.
Indeed, a
"fragment of Venetian glass” well shaped can
hold a “spiritual message” that would put any
painting to the blush.—New Haven Register

^

CURES

ISKIN

globe to-day.

— ---

carrying

Sold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents a box.
Depot, 106 North Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By
mail, two boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.60, to
any address.

ble real estate in this city. His property canamount to less than $200,000,000, and probably is nearer $300,000,000 than the former sum
He is without question the richest man on the

rejoicing.

SENSATION

often been made by the discovery of some new
thing, but nothing has ever stood the test like Dr.
Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills; their popu-

not

The ladies who sometimes since were unable
to go out having taken Lydia E. Pinkbam’s
Vegetable Compound, are quite recovered, and

ARCHITECT,

Has

H

000 in New York Central and Hudson River
6tock, $50,000,000 more in other railroads in this
and other States, and a vast amount of valua-

A devil-fish with arms thirty-two feet long
has been caught oil the banks of Newfoundland. What a'splendid field for vaccination!
—Oil Derrick City.

KIMBALL,

CIVIL ENGINKKR8.

r

A

_

after the war. Most of the men now worth
$10,000,000 and upward were considered poor
and honest twenty-five years ago.
To-day W.
H. Vanderbilt has $05,000,000 in United States
bonds; and he is reported to hold some $50,000

Constitutional skin diseases of a scorbutic
character are successfully treated with Dr.
Benson’s Skin Cure, internal and external
It certainly letreatment, both pleasant.
moves scrofula, eruptions, dandruff aud tan
and makes the skin smooth and healthy.

Ladies’ Sandal Rubbers only 25 cents,

-ON-

12.55, and ft 1.15 p m.;
phen, Fredericton, Aroostook County,
Moosehead Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis R. R.« 111.16 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for

____

Before the war there were very few men in
the United states worth over $5,000,000. Most
of Stewart's property was acquired during and

the

H.

CJOHN

ONE

will go into effect

Winter

A IV. A. Railway,
St. Andrews, St. Ste-

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.

Comfortably Fixed.
than

F. H. FASSET!',
ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange Street.

r

C.

[N. Y. Star.]

The night-key slays more
musket,—Detroit Free Press.

Hall,

Square,

£•

on

m.

ft

Portland, Me.

stations

Bangor, Bncksport, Dexter^

ARCHITECTS.

COUNSELLOR

wires in tlie manner described, should not permit any public wires to be so placed in or across
their mill yards as to expose their property to
the possible daDger of the diversion of the current of a public electric arc-light wire outside
their own control. Wires connecting one mill
with another for time or fire service should
also be kept free from the proximity to any
electric arc-light wire. It is also advised that
wires connecting mill offices with the public
teiegraph or telephone system be brought as directly as possible from the street to the instrument on wires very carefully insulated, and
'.hat instruments themselves be placed upon a
base of marble, porcelain, glass or other insulat
ing and incombustible' material, so disposed as
to catch the melted metal in case of the destruction of the instrument by the diversion of
it. Members
an electric arc light current to
arc assured that responsible electric light comtheir
utmost
efforts
to.mainpanies are using
tain all the conditions of safety, both in regard
to public and private wires, and the responsibility of the company may be approximately
estimated by observing whether its advertisement or prospectus is mainly directed toward
the sale of apparatus or of the stock in the company. As the wood around the switches by
which currents are turned on and off is often
found scorched, it is further advised that all
switches, whether connected with the arc or incandescent system, be placed only upon incombustible material, such as terra-cotta, porcelain

wild and vain.
And the voice of that fitful song
Sings on, and is never still;
“A ooy’s will is the wind’s will.
And the thoughts of youth are loDg, long thoughts.”

And

feb25

Market

supervision, and without being subjected to a
single or central authority with powers competent to regulate and* control the matter. It is
advised that members whose risks are iu places where there is any possibility of contact of

remember the gleams and glooms that dart
Across the school-boy’s brain;
The sot g and the silence in the heart,
That in part are prophecies, and in part

a pallor into the cheek,
mist before the eye.
And the words of that fatal song
Come over me like a chill;
“A boy’s will is the wind’s will,
the thoughts of youth are long, long

Market

0

of a mill yard under control of the manager:
they only mark the danger of permitting these
various public wires to be carried over or between buildings without any general system of

1

And

§
V

Pt

I § Bk,

»nl HA JEl U fr.

in

called the public electric arc-light wires with
the public telegraph and telephone wires, in
which he says that those accidents do not Impair confidence in the safe use of the arc-light
rightly nut up and adjusted within the limits

can see

Are

h’

Timolhy, Cloveiv Flax, linnTap, Bine Grass,
"
garian, Millel, Ked
Lnvn Grass, Orehard Grass,
Bird
Seed., At.
Garden, Flower,

Denier,

RAILROAD^ Eastern
Jtailroad.
Arrangement

MAINE CENTRAL
and all

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

_RAILROADS.
On and after Monday, Dee. 5th, Paafager
Trains will ran an follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,

EDUCATIONAL.

^jjpuychas-

Mr. Edward Atkinson has made a special report to the Bo3ton Manufacturers’ Mutual Fire
Insurance Company on the .manifestations of
danger caused by the contact of what may be

the breezy dome of groves,
The shadows of Deering’s woods;
Aud the friendships old and the early loves
Come back with a sabbath touud, as of doves
In quiet neighborhoods.
And the verse of that sweet old song,
It flutters and murmurs still;
“A boy’s will is the wind’s will.
Aud the thoughts of youth are long, long thouglits.”
]

febl8d&wly

made prices which cannot fail to interest

Wires.

I remember the sea-fight far away,
How it thundered o’er the tide,
Aud the dead captains, as they lay
Iu tt etr greaves, o’erlooklng the tranquil bay
Where they in battle died.
And the sound of that mournful song
Goes through me with a thrill;
"A boy’s will is the wind’s will,

And the thoughts of youth

York'.

We have

__

__

The Dangers of Electric Light

And the fort upon the hill;
The suu/iae gun, with its hollow roar,
The drum-beat repeated o’er aud o’er,
And the bugle wild and shrill.
And the music of that old song
Throbs iu my memory still:
“A boy’s will is the wind’s will,

And the thoughts of youth

varies.

never

goods.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,

A marvel of purity,
powder
strength and wholesomeness. More economic.!
I han the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
This

remember the bulwarks by the shore,

1

Pure.

Absolutely

remember the black wharves and the slips,
And the sea-tides tossing free;
And Spanish sailors with bearded Ups,
And the beauty aud mystery of the Bhqis,
And lhe magic of the sea.

1

but first class

-AND-

c'^aT^Ty1 ^rerto^an l.d
vlurct1
J. M. DYER A CO., 511 CONGRESS ST^

POWDER

thoughts.

trash,

PROFESSIONAL

KUHAS.

CASSIMERES at very low prices.
BLACK WORSTED DRESS BRAID, 4 cts. per piec
one of the best makes.

of its trees,

t can see the shadowy
And catch, in sudden gleams.
The sheen of the far surrounding seas,
And islands that were the Hesperides
Of all my boyish dreams.
And the bruden of that old song
It murmurs and whispers still;
"A boy’s will is the wind’s will.
And the thought* of youth are loi g, long

it Sale,

JAN. 30th.
COMMENCING
DEKKASHAWLSJIO and #15, former price, #50.
CLOAKS, #5.00, former price, #28.00.
i
FRENCH and ENGLISH CRETONNES, .25c fo me
.75.
and
.62
prices, .50,
DRESS GOODS, 12-12 to 1.25, former prices 25 to <3.25.
PIANO COVERS, #3,25, former price, #6.00.

be Much Quoted To-

Day.

*

_

Grand ttiwj Mark Down and Closing
MONDAY,

Youth.

Lost

My

MISCELLANEOUS

MISCELLANEOUS.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew fork.
win nntll further notice leave

Wharf.

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY-at 6
i. M.. and leave Pier 87, F.aat River, New York,
at 4 P. M.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY,
Theee steamers are fitted up with fine accommodathis
a
very convenient
making
tion! for passengers,
and comfortable route for traveler! between New
the
snmmer
months theee
Maine.
During
and
York
eteamere will touch at Vineyard Haven on their pasYork.
from
New
and
Including
to
Passage,
sage
State Room, 86; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
York
forwarded
to
New
destination
at
or
Portland
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 88, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 81
Excnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no patdecBdtf
sengere will be taken by tkla line.

GARDNER BROOKS, late of Portland,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to

DANIEL BROOKS. Administrator.

Portland, Feb. 14th, 1882.

feb20 dlaw 3w

OTICE IN HEREBY GIVEN, that the
subscriber has been

duly appointed

Executor

the will of
ELIAS S. GOFF, late of Gorham,
and has
n the County of Cumberland, deceased,
taken upon himself that trust oy
Wng
All
the law directs.
persons
upon the estate of said deceased, “V
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
Executor.
JOHN l>. ANPERSON,
Gorham, February 17,1882. febo-OalawSwM*
of
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